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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
I 
Statement of the Problem. This study is made for 
the purpose of gathering and compiling data concerning 
the relationships of mental imagery to intelligence, 
language, and reading. 
Mental imagery has been defined in many ways. For 
the purpose of this study, mental imagery may be defined 
as the picture seen in the mind while reading. It 
includes visual, auditory, gustatory, olfactory, as well 
as kinesthetic imagery. 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the 
equivalency of the two forms, A and B, of the Imagery 
1/ . 
CheckliiJt - used in this study; to discover the rela-
tionship existing between mental imagery and othe~ 
variables; namely, intelligence, reading comprehension, 
reading vocabulary, total reading, and language: to 
determine whether positive, negative or no correlation 
exists between mental imagery and these variables. 
!/ Carlton M. Singleton, "A Measure of Imagery," 
Incomplete Dissertation, Boston University 
1 
I 
I 
II 
II 
The data presented in this study will be used in an 
attempt to answer the following questions: 
1. Is there a difference between the mental imagery 
of boys and girls? 
2· Is there a significant correlation between Form 
A and Form B of the Imagery Checklist? 
3. Is the correlation of the individual sentences 
of the checklist significant? 
4. Is there a relationship between mental imagery 
and intelligence? 
5. 
s. 
Is there a relationship between mental imagery 
and reading comprehension? 
Is there a relationship between mental imagery 
and total reading? 
7. Is there a relationship between mental imagery 
and language? 
a. Is there a relationship between mental imagery 
and reading vocabulary? 
9. Does the checklist change the subject's mental 
image? 
10. Is the mental image taken from memory or is it 
created by the subject? 
11. What per cent of the entire group created their 
II mental images? 
I 
I 
1 - 2 
-t 
II 
I 
12. What per cent took these images from memory or 
past experience? 
13. What per cent of the mental images were 
(a) indoor? 
(b) outdoor? 
(c) kinesthetic? 
(d) olfactory? 
(e) auditory? 
(f) gustatory? 
(g) visual? 
14. Are indoor or outdoor pictures more easily 
visualized by the subjects? 
15. What per cent of the mental images included 
people? 
16. What per cent of free responses were given by 
the subjects? 
The Justification of the Problem. A study of the 
research done in the field of mental imagery indicated 
the necessity for further research. This need for 
additional information about mental i mager y -- its 
re lationship to intelligence and achievement -- prqm,pted 
the writer to make this study. It is done in an effort 
to further the knowledge regarding these relationships. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
1. Description of the Population 
1/ 
The Imagery Checklist- was administered to 130 
junior high school pupils between the ages of 10.10 to 
15.9 years. The subjects live in a small farming 
community located on the outskirts of a textile city. 
The majority of these pupils come from average American 
homes. Approximately one fourth come from homes where 
a foreign language is spoken; mostly Greek, French, and 
Polish. A very small number come from superior homes 
or from underprivileged homes. 
Distribution as to sex and grade is shown in 
Table 1. 
Grade 
VII 
VIII 
Total 
Table 1. Sex and Grade 
Boys 
26 
33 
59 
Girls 
33 
38 
'71 
1/ Singleton, loc. sit. 
-~~--- -
Total 
59 
'71 
130 
4 
II 
2. Materials Used 
The California Test of Mental Maturity was adminis-
tered to the seventh grade group in order to obtain 
Intelligence Quotients. Scores for the eighth grade group, 
obtained from the California Test of Mental Maturity, were 
taken from the school records. 
Reading comprehension, reading vocabulary, and total 
reading scores were obtained by administering the 
California Reading Test. 
Scores from the California achievement Test, given 
in March 1952, were taken from the school records. These 
included language and reading scores. 
The mental imagery scores used in this study were 
derived from the administration of the two forms of the 
1/ 
Imagery Checklist,- Forms A and B. 
1/ 
Each form of the Checklist - consists of ten stimuli 
sentences, similar in form and content, devised to measure 
the mental imagery of the individuals tested. The mental 
imagery measured includes: 
1. Visual imagery that imagery which permits 
the subject to see the scene described in the 
stimulus sentence. 
Ex. The garden was filled with red roses. 
2. Auditory imagery that imagery in which the 
!7 Singleton, loc. sit. 
·- . .:.. 
5 
I, 
Jl 
subject hears the sound suggested in the sentence. 
Ex. With a loud shriek the train flew past the 
crossing. 
3. Gustatory imagery -- that imagery in which the 
subject can actually taste something suggested 
in the reading • 
Ex. Eating the picnic lunch was the part they 
liked best. 
4. Olfactory imagery that imagery in which the 
subject can actually smell something suggested 
in the reading. 
Ex. The sweet smell of fresh apple pie filled 
the room. 
5. Kinesthetic imagery -- that imagery in which the 
subject feels -- emotionally or physically 
whatever the stimulus sentence suggests. 
Ex. The boy shivered as he fell into the cold 
water. 
Administration of the Imagery Checklist 
1/ 
Prior to the administration of the Imagery Checklist -
the subjects were introduced to mental imagery in the 
following manner: 
!7 Singleton1 loc. sit. 
6 
'I II !
1 
"How many people know what a mental picture is? A 
11 
'J mental picture is one that we see in our minds. We may 
II lj see these pictures when we hear a word pronounced or 
'i 
'I II 
il 
I 
q 
:j 
when we read. This may be as we read a word, a sentence, 
or a whole story. Some of us always see pictures when we 
read. Some of us may see pictures only when reading about 
certain things, and still others may never see a picture. 
Sometimes it helps if we close our eyes and try to 
"picture" what we have just read. It really makes no 
difference whether you see a picture or whether you don't·" 
"Listen to this sentence and tell me if you can see 
a picture." 
"The baby cried loudly." 
"How many people can see a picture? How many people 
can not? Can you see the baby? How old is he? What 
kind of clothes is he wearing? Can you tell what color 
hair he has? Is he indoors or outdoors? If he is 
indoors, can you tell me what room he is in? Can you 
describe this room? Can you see anything else in your 
picture? What colors can you see? Can you see any other 
people? Do you know them? Can you tell me what they 
look like, how they are dressed? What are they doing? 
How many people can see their picture very clearly? Does 
it seem to be right in front of your eyes? Is your 
~ 
r 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
picture different now than it was when you first saw it? 
Have the questions changed it? 
The same procedure was followed with these five 
sentences. 
1. The boy fell off the school steps. 
2. Mother was standing by the stove frying doughnuts. 
3. The lawn was covered with dandelions. 
4. Laughing and yelling they ran to the water. 
5. She ran until she was exhausted. 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER III 
TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS OF DA.TA 
To obtain intelligence quotients the California Test 
of Mental Maturity Short Form 50S was given to the seventh 
grade pupils. Intelligence quotients for the eighth grade 
pupils were taken from the school records. 
The California Reading Test Form AA was given to the 
seventh and eighth grade pupils to obtain grade placements 
in reading comprehension and reading vocabulary. 
The grade placements for language and total reading 
were taken from school records. These had been derived 
from the California Achievement test given in March 1952. 
Top and bottom segments of each of these variables 
were selected to show the relationship to mental i~jBery. 
Two forms, A and B, of the Imagery Checklist - were 
administered to the 130 seventh and eighth grade pupils 
used in this study. Individual sentence scores and total 
1/ 
lr test scores of the two forms of the Checklist - were 
placed in scattergrams to find the coefficient of correla-
tion. These were used to evaluate the equivalency of the 
forms of the test. 
11 Singleton, loc. sit. 
9 
II 
I 
,, Mental imagery scores of boys and girls were placed 
in frequency distribution tables to determine the means 
and standard deviations. These means and standard devia-
tiona were used to show which sex possessed more power to I 
produce a mental image. 
For the purpose of discovering whether positive~ 
negative~ or no relationship existed between mental 
imagery and the other variables used in this study 1 the 
top and bottom segments of the population for each of the 
variables used was selected. In this study each segment 
included 35 people. 
1/ 
The imagery scores for each form of the Checklist 
and the grade placements of each segment were then placed 
in frequency distribution tables to determine the mean 
and standard deviation. A scattergram of the imagery 
scores and the scores of the variables was made to find 
the coefficient of correlation between the two measures. 
Critical ratios were found to determine the signifi-
:1 cance of the difference in the mental imagery scores of 
the top and bottom segments of each variable. 
For example 1 using intelligence quotients~ those 35 
people having the highest r. Q.'s were selected and placed 
1/ Singleton~ loc. sit. 
I 
:- ---~ --
10 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
jl 
l 
I 
in a frequency distribution table to find the mean and 
standard deviation. The imagery scores of these 35 people 
1/ 
obtained on Form A of the Checklist - were then placed 
in a frequency distribution table to find the mean and 
standard deviation. 
Next a scattergram was made of these two frequency 
distribution tables to find the coefficient of correlation :1 
between the imagery scores obtained on Form A of the 
11 Checklist and the intelligence quotients. The same 
procedure was followed for the bottom segment of the 
group in intelligence. y 
Both forms of the Imagery Checklist and all var-
iables were treated in this manner. 
Using the mean and standard deviation of the imagery 
1/ 
scores obtained on Form A of the Checklist - of both top 
and bottom segments of the population in intelligence, a 
critical ratio was determined. The critical ratio clearly 
indicated whether there was any significant difference 
between the mean scores in imagery of those possessing 
more intelligence and those possessing less intelligence. 
Critical Ratios were found for the mean scores 1n 
imagery for all variables and for both Forms, A and B, of 
1/ 
the Checklist - • 
11 Singleton, loc. sit. 
1 1 
12 
I Table 2. A Summary Table of All 
li Factors Used in This Study 
I 
I I CD I 
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1 8 G 13.2 102 7.7 8.2 8.4 8.1 54.4 51.2 
·I 
2 8 G 15.9 72 5.6 6.3 5.8 6.9 51.5 45.2 I 
3 8 G 12.11 122 8.2 7.7 7.9 8.0 55.5 51.1 I 4 8 G 14.6 82 6.9 7.4 7.9 7.3 27.9 46.4 
I 5 7 G 12.6 99 6.9 6.1 7.9 7.3 56.3 61.9 I 
II 6 8 B 13.1 108 8.4 7.4 7.0 8.5 56.0 45.6 II 
7 7 G 11.9 83 6.7 5.9 6.1 6.4 75.0 84.2 
'I 8 8 B 13.5 106 7.8 7.2 6.6 8.9 63.3 30.0 I, 9 8 B 14.8 93 7.2 6.6 6.6 7.0 50.0 56.3 
10 7 G 12.7 106 7.3 6.4 7.7 8.1 74.4 84.2 
11 7 G 12.4 108 6.4 5.5 7.2 7.6 61.8 56.1 
12 7 B 12.6 99 6.1 6.2 7.9 8.3 53.8 42.5 
13 8 G 13.7 106 6.7 6.4 6.4 9.4 54.0 33.0 II 
14 8 G 13.11 90 8.8 7.2 7.4 7.3 44.3 58.3 
15 7 B 14.0 95 5.2 5.9 5.6 7.4 41.1 41.8 
II 16 7 B . 13.9 85 5.6 5.8 73.3 76.5 17 7 G 11.2 123 10.0 9.3 51.9 41.0 
18 8 B 13.0 112 8.3 9.6 10.9 10.6 41.1 27.9 
19 7 B 13.6 106 6.3 6.2 8.7 8.2 51.0 60.5 
'l 20 8 B 15.7 78 7.4 6.8 8.4 7.1 43.5 43.1 
21 7 G 10.10 132 8.1 7.9 8.9 9.9 76.3 74.0 
22 8 G 14.3 84 6.6 6-6 7.5 6.8 64.9 64.0 
23 8 G 14.!3 87 6.3 5.4 6.9 6.9 51.0 48.4 
24 7 G 11.1 113 7.9 7.9 52.4 43.4 
25 8 G 13.0 102 9.4 8.7 7.5 9.5 42.6 40.2 
26 8 G 15.1 97 7.2 6.8 9.1 7.8 50.0 27.7 
2'7 8 G 12.8 100 5.8 8.6 52.8 46.2 
28 8 B 14.11 91 6.3 7.1 7-5 7.4 42.4 35-5 
29 7 G 12.8 107 6.4 6.5 7.9 7.6 66.0 60.3 
30 '7 G 12-4 113 7.'7 8.2 58.0 4'7. 6 
31 '7 G 11.5 125 7.4 8.o 9.6 9.7 68.8 50.2 
32 7 B 12.6 108 8.1 8.6 55.0 53.6 
33 7 G 11.2 107 6.7 7.0 68.6 62.9 
(continued on the next page) 
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I Table 2. (continued) 
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I 34 8 B 16.6 77 6.0 7.0 7.3 a.o 27.4 26.5 
I 35 8 G 15.5 104 6.8 8.2 7.2 7.9 60.0 61.9 
I 36 8 B 12.10 113 9.1 8.9 33.5 29.4 
I 37 7 B 12.5 97 6.4 5.9 7.2 7.7 oa.6 46.5 
I 38 8 G 13.4 116 10.7 9..5 9.8 9.9 53.4 50.4 
I 39 8 G 13.4 115 9.6 8.6 10.2 9.9 58.4 53.4 40 7 G 12.0 113 7.1 6.7 8.9 9.9 45.7 38.3 
II 
41 7 B 12.0 117 6.4 7.2 8.4 10.1 60.4 60.7 
42 8 B 15.~ 79 6.6 6.7 6.4 6.4 74.6 67.3 
II 
43 8 G 13.5 114 9.8 8.5 9.1 9.4 78.9 72.0 
!I 44 8 
G 12.6 128 10.5 9.5 9.6 9.7 53.5 43.8 
45 8 B 16.2 73 6.0 6.9 7.7 6.8 60.6 43.2 I 46 8 B 14.4 79 6.9 7.1 6.7 7.3 52.7 46.9 
I 
47 8 B 12.11 101 6.7 6.9 41.2 67.6 
48 7 G 12.4 96 6.7 a.o 74.3 84.2 
49 7 G 12.4 91 6.9 5.5 6.9 6.4 70.5 54.2 I 
II 50 7 G 11.10 103 5.2 6.4 54.8 32.5 
I 51 7 G 
12.1 108 5.9 7.5 7.5 8.3 64.2 58.5 
52 8 G 13.2 116 9.3 7.5 8.7 9.3 64.3 64.6 I 
I 53 8 B 14.7 .96 7.5 8.o 8.4 8.6 54.0 45.5 
I 54 8 B 13.5 107 7.5 7.3 7.2 7.3 31.3 43.0 55 8 B 13.5 102 6.8 6.9 6.9 8.o 68,5 71.0 
r 
56 8 B 14.8 97 6.8 5.6 5.2 6.1 35.8 39.9 
57 8 G 13.6 102 9.4 9.5 10.§ 9.4 75.0 73.0 
58 8 B 14.2 82 7.;4 7.5 6.7 7.2 55~3 50 ~ 0 
59 7 G 12.5 106 7.4 6.6 7.2 7.8 57.7 49.7 
60 7 B 13.7 96 6.0 6.0 8.1 7.4 31.0 32.4 
61 7 G 11.9 123 7.1 9.5 8.4 10.3 51.6 49.0 
I 62 7 G 12.3 97 7.3 6.7 7.2 7.7 63.6 63.3 63 8 B 12.1 100 8.6 8.7 7.5 10.1 64.6 61.9 
64 8 B 14.1 82 7.1 7.0 7.2 8.9 65.6 67.4 
es 8 B 14.6 90 7.6 6.7 7.9 8.1 43.6 40.3 
I _ 
66 7 B 12.7 101 8.7 9.0 25.1 24.6 
tl (continued on the next page) 
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Table 2. (continued) 
I I Q) ::l 
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67 8 B 14.11 89 7.1 6.7 6.3 7.3 50.1 36.2 ,, 
68 8 B 13.1 106 6.8 7.5 8.9 8.6 27.4 23.6 
I 69 8 B 14.2 85 7.1 6.1 6.1 6.8 49.1 49.6 
I 70 8 G 12.6 104 9.6 7.7 8.1 9.2 88.8 85.0 71 7 B 13.1 91 5.2 8.5 65.4 51.5 
·I 72 8 B 12.10 111 8.4 9.0 51.6 46.4 
!I 
73 7 B 12.8 104 6.3 7.0 92.3 89.1 
74 7 B 11.11 113 7.5 9.2 47.2 52.7 
75. 7 B 13.10 68 5.0 4.1 5.1 5.3 55.0 41.7 
76 8 B 13.7 103 6.5 . 6.1 7.2 7.6 52.6 49.9 
77 7 G 12.1 109 7.9 9.2 53.1 24.2 
78 8 G 13.7 94 9.8 7.5 7.9 8.5 84.7 78.2 
il 79 8 G 12.7 107 8.9 7.7 8.9 8.s 54.2 55.9 
I 80 8 B 13.11 107 10.3 8.7 9.1 9.0 42.3 44.9 81 8 B 12.11 102 7.4 6.4 7.2 8.3 63.1 46.5 
82 8 G 14.0 106 7.5 7.5 8.1 7.3 47.6 43.9 
83 8 G 12.6 104 6.8 7.2 7.5 7.3 59.6 55.1 
84 7 B 12.2 111 6.9 7.5 70.0 65~5 
85 7 G 11.7 117 7.2 7.0 7.7 8.6 42.7 45.7 
86 7 B 11.10 106 7.5 8.1 48.7 30.6 
87 7 G 11.9 113 6.7 8.3 80.5 62.6 
88 8 B 13.5 100 7.7 7.8 9.6 8.1 31.3 25.6 
89 8 G 13.7 80 9.1 7.9 6.9 . 8.1 76.1 77.4 
90 8 B 13.4 99 7.6 6.2 7.9 8.5 51.3 57.8 
91 7 B 12.5 108 6.7 6.1 5.9 7.9 45.0 36.1 
92 8 G 13.3 101 7.0 5.4 6.6 7.8 48.1 59.2 
93 8 G 14.8 83 7.0 5.4 5.8 6.0 '78.8 93.1 
II 
94 7 G 13.4 93 7.2 9.7 67.1 61.4 
95 8 G 14.6 90 7.4 6.4 6.4 6.2 58.7 59.1 
96 8 G 13.3 101 7.6 7.2 7.4 7.0 '72.5 74.8 
ll 9'7 8 G 14.3 93 8.4 8.'7 8.6 9.4 50~9 42.4 98 . '7 G 13.0 108 6.8 6.5 6.'7 '7.9 '70.7 68.'7 ,, 
99 '7 B 15.2 68 5.5 4.6 5.6 6.1 52.8 51.3 
II 100 8 G 14.0 
8'7 8.4 '7.9 9.6 8.5 51.2 64.1 
(continued on the next page) 
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Table 2. (concluded) 
' b CD 
C\1 tlO f-ttt:) .0 
s:.. CD U') d P.U') CIS (I) I C) ()) or-1 sm C) 
~ or-1 d ~ rtj 0~ Ott:> bO CD CIS 0 :;>LQ 0 tl[).P CD CDC\1 ()) 
~ ~CD or-ld w P::LQ tlOd Wr-1 
g~ ~CD CIS ()) dO d < j:Q ~ CD ~or-! ~ · r-1~ or-lor-1 or-1 
or-1 rtj 
' 
0 CD.P tlO CIS rtjiQ rtj)lo, s s 
Po CIS H ~~ .PO d .p atd atS:.. r-t r-t £ s:.. CD d :;:$ at 0 CDCD coat 0 0 0 rtl oc.> Ha ~ E-t P:::.d p:::~ ~ ~ 
' I 101 7 G 12.0 . 114 77.2 7.6 7.9 8.5 55.9 51.1 
II 102 8 G 11.8 128 10.0 9.0 9.1 8.8 69.0 67 .a 
II 
103 7 B 13.2 107 5.9 5.4 5.6 6.2 74.0 73.8 
104 8 B 13.2 108 8.7 9.4 10.2 8.8 57.5 40.4 
I 
105 7 G 12.1 111 8.3 7.8 9.6 9.0 63.7 72.8 
106 7 G 12.4 94 7.1 6.0 7.4 8.o 66.0 69.9 
107 7 B 12.10 100 5.9 6.1 5.9 7.6 81.4 61.0 
108 7 B 12.5 128 8.1 8.3 10.2 9.7 37.2 42.4 
109 8 B 13.5 93 7.7 6.9 6.7 7.1 46.2 38.2 
110 7 G 13.5 90 5.6 7.7 69.6 73.0 
111 7 B 13.1 85 7.2 8.3 59.3 56.0 
112 8 G 12.2 135 10.0 8.9 9.4 9.4 77.1 76.3 
-113 7 B 12.0 110 7.5 6.9 9.8 8.5 47.6 45.2 
114 7 G 12.6 96 5.5 6.0 7.4 8.3 62.3 - 50.4 
115 8 G 12.10 101 7.9 8.5 89.0 74.4 
116 8 G 13.3 96 9.3 7.5 8.1 9.2 66.6 53.5 
117 8 G 13.6 110 10.8 9.6 10.0 9.8 46.5 33.8 
118 8 G 14.4 91 8.1 8.o 50.6 55.2 
119 8 G 13.3 93 8.7 7.4 8.1 8.6 15.0 14.7 
120 7 G 11.8 118 8.3. 7.8 10.4 9.2 77.8 67.4 
121 8 B 13.3 95 7.2 7.0 7.5 7.2 34.6 31.3 
122 8 B 13.9 91 9.2 8.1 9.4 7.9 61.6 51.9 
123 7 G 12.0 103 6.4 6.8 6.6 7.8 48.9 58.1 
124 7 B 11.10 134 7.7 8.5 10.7 8.9 44.6 39.8 
125 8 G 12.9 100 8.0 7.9 9.1 9.4 56.2 48.4 
126 7 B 11.11 104 5.9 6.0 6.9 7.9 51.6 43.7 
127 7 G 12.1 114 7.1 6.5 7.9 9.5 51.1 57.4 
128 8 G 13.1 91 8.8 8.3 9.1 9.0 69.9 54.6 
129 7 B 12.6 100 6.9 5.8 7.4 8.3 53.0 36.9 
130 7 B 13.8 93 6.6 7.2 54.1 61.2 
Range Range 
10.10 68 5.0 4.1 5.1 5.3 15.0 14.8 
to to to to to to to to 
15.9 135 10.8 9.6 10.9 10.3 92.3 93.1 
' 
I 
I, 
!J 
Table 2 is a tabulation of the data used in this 
study. Numbers were used instead of the pupils' names. 
It includes: pupil number, grade, sex, chronological 
age, intelligence quotients, grade placements for lan-
guage, total reading, reading comprehension and reading 
vocabulary, and imagery scores for Forms A and B of the 
Imagery Checklist. It also indicates the range of scores 
on each of the variables. 
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Table 3. Distribution of Imagery Scores -
Form A - 59 Boys 
f X fx tx2 
90-94 1 8 8 64 
85-89 0 7 0 0 
80-84 1 6 6 36 
75-79 0 5 0 0 
70-74 4 4 16 64 
65-69 3 3 9 27 
60-64 7 2 14 28 
55-59 6 1 6 6 
50-54 13 0 0 0 
45-49 6 1 6 6 
40-44 8 2 16 32 
35-39 2 3 6 18 
30-34 5 4 20 80 
25-29 3 5 15 75 
59 -10 436 
Mean • 51.2 s.n •• 14.4 
:17 
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Table 3 is a frequency distribution of the scores 
achieved on Form A of the Imagery Checklist by the 59 
seventh and eighth grade boys tested. The scores ranged 
from 25.1 to 92.1 and were arranged in class intervals of 
five. The assumed mean was 52, the mean was 51.2 with a 
standard deviation of 14.4. 
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Table 4. Distribution of Imagery 
Seores -- Form B - 59 Boys 
f X fx fx2 
85-89 1 8 8 64 
80-84 0 7 0 0 
75-79 1 6 6 - 36 
70-74 2 5 10 50 
65-69 4 4 16 64 
60-64 5 3 15 45 
55-59 4 2 8 16 
50-54 5 1 5 5 
45-49 9 0 0 0 
40-44 11 1 11 11 
35-39 7 2 14 28 
30-34 4 3 12 36 
25-29 4 4 16 64 
20-24 2 5 10 50 
59 ... 5 469 
A.M. • 47 Mean • 47.09 s.n •• 14.1 
"'L 
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Table 4 is a frequency distribution of the scores 
achieved on Form B of the Imagery Checklist by the 59 
seventh and eighth grade boys tested. The scores ranged 
from 23.6 to 89.1 and were arranged in class intervals of 
five. The assumed mean was 47, the mean was 47.09 with a 
standard deviation of 14.1 
The difference of the means on Fo~s A and B was 
4.11· 
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Table s. Distribution of Imagery 
Scores -- Form A - 71 Girls 
f .X f.x rx2 
85-89 1 6 6 36 
80-84 3 5 15 75 
75-79 8 4 32 128 
70-74 5 3 15 45 
65-69 9 2 18 36 
60-64 9 1 9 9 
55-59 9 0 0 0 
50-54 17 1 17 17 
45-49 5 2 10 20 
40-44 3 . 3 9 27 
35-39 0 4 0 0 
30-34 0 5 0 0 
25-29 1 6 6 36 
20-24 0 7 0 0 
15-19 1 8 8 64 
71 +45 493 
A.M • . • 57 Mean • 60.2 s.n •• 12.a 
21 
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Table 5 shows the frequency distribution of scores 
obtained on Form A of the Imagery Checklist by the 71 
seventh and eighth grade girls tested. The scores ranged 
rrom 15.0 to 88.8 and were arranged in class intervals of 
five. The assumed mean was 57, the mean was 60.2 with a 
standard deviation of 12.6. 
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Table 6. Distribution of Imagery 
Seores - Form B - 71 Girls 
r X fx rx2 
90-94 1 7 7 49 
85-89 1 6 6 36 
80-84 3 5 15 75 
75-79 3 4 12 48 
70-74 7 3 21 63 
65-69 4 2 8 16 
60-64 10 1 10 10 
55-59 10 0 0 0 
50-54 10 1 10 10 
45-49 9 2 18 36 
40-44 6 3 18 54 
35-39 1 4 4 16 
30-34 3 5 15 75 
25-29 1 6 6 36 
20-24 1 '7 7 49 
15-19 0 8 0 0 
10-14 1 9 9 81 
71 -8 654 
A.M. = 57 Mean = 56.9 S.D. • 15.16 
-
' 
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Table 6 is a frequency distribution of the scores 
achieved on Form B of the Imagery Checklist by the 71 
seventh and eighth grade girls tested. The seores 
ranged from 14.7 to 93.1 and were arranged in c~ass 
intervals of five. The assumed mean was 57 1 the mean 
was 56.9 with a standard deviation of 15.16. 
The difference of the means was 3.3. 
24 
Table 7. Distribution of Imagery 
Scores -- Form A - 33 Eighth 
Grade Boys 
f X fx fx2 
70-74 1 4 4 16 
65-69 2 3 6 18 
60-64 5 2 10 20 
55-59 3 1 3 3 
50-54 7 0 0 0 
45-49 2 1 2 2 
40-44 6 2 12 24 
35-39 1 3 3 9 
30-34 4 4 16 64 
25-29 2 5 10 50 
33 -20 206 
Mean = 51.4 s.n. = 11.1 
25 
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Table 7 is a frequency distribution of the scores 
achieved on Form A of the Imagery Checklist by the 33 
eighth grade boys tested. The scores ranged from 27.4 
to 74.6 and were arranged in class intervals of five. 
The assumed mean was 52, the mean was 51.4 with a 
standard deviation of 11.1. 
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Table a. Distribution of Imagery 
Scores -- Form B - 33 Eighth 
Grade Boys 
f X fx fx2 
70-74 1 5 5 25 
65-69 3 4 12 48 
60-64 1 3 3 9 
55-59 2 2 4 8 
50-54 '2 1 2 2 
45-49 7 0 0 0 
40-44 6 1 6 6 
35-39 4 2 8 16 
30-34 2 3 6 18 
25-29 4 4 16 64 
20-24 1 5 5 25 
33 -15 221 
A.M. • 47 Mean • 44.7 S.D. • 12.8 
; 
Table 8 is a frequency distribution of scores 
achieved on Form B of the Imagery Checklist by the 33 
eighth grade boys tested. The scores ranged from 23.6 
to 71.0 and were arranged in class intervals of five. 
The assumed mean was 47, the mean was 44.7 with a 
standard deviation of five. 
The difference of the means on Forms A and B was 
28 
Table 9. Distribution of Imagery 
Scores -- Form A - 26 Seventh 
Grade Boys 
r X fx rx2 
90-94 1 8 8 64 
85-89 0 7 0 0 
80-84 1 6 6 36 
75-79 0 5 0 0 
70-74 3 4 12 48 
65-69 1 3 3 9 
60-64 2 2 4 8 
55-59 3 1 3 3 
50-54 6 0 0 0 
45-49 4 1 4 4 
40-44 2 2 4 8 
35-39 1 3 3 9 
30-34 1 4 4 16 
25-29 1 5 5 25 
26 .f.13 230 
A.M. • 52 Mean • 54.5 S.D. • 14.7 
29 
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Table 9 shows the frequency distribution of the 
scores obtained on Form A of the Imagery Checklist by 
the 26 seventh grade boys tested. The scores ranged 
from 25.1 to 92.3 and were arranged in class intervals 
of five. The assumed mean was 52~ the mean was 54.5 with 
a standard deviation of 14.7. 
30 
Table 10. Distribution of Imagery 
Scores -- Form B - 26 Seventh 
Grade Boys 
f X fx fx2 
85-89 1 7 7 49 
80-84 0 6 0 0 
75-79 1 5 5 25 
70-74 1 4 4 16 
65-69 1 3 3 9 
60-64 4 2 8 16 
55-59 2 1 2 2 
50-54 3 0 0 0 
45-49 2 1 2 2 
40-44 5 2 10 20 
35-39 3 3 9 27 
30-34 2 4 8 32 
25-29 0 5 0 0 
20-24 1 6 6 36 
26 -6 234 
A·M· • 52 Mean • 50.8 s.n •• 13.9 
31 
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Table 10 is a frequency distribution of the scores 
achieved on Form B of the Imagery Checklist by the 26 
seventh grade boys tested. The scores ranged from 24.6 
to 89.1 and were arranged in class intervals of five. 
The assumed mean was 52~ the mean was 50.8 with a 
standard deviation of 13.9. 
The difference of the means on Forms A and B was 
32 
Table 11. Distribution of Imagery 
Scores -- Form A - 38 Eighth 
Grade Girls 
t X fx fx2 
85-89 1 6 6 36 
80-84 2 5 10 50 
75-79 5 4 20 80 
70-'74 1 3 3 9 
65-69 3 2 6 12 
60-64 4 1 4 4 
55-59 5 0 0 0 
50-54 10 1 10 10 
45-49 3 2 6 12 
40-44 2 3 6 18 
35-39 () 4 0 0 
30-34 0 5 0 0 
25-29 1 6 6 36 
20-24 0 7 0 0 
15-19 1 8 8 64 
38 +15 331 
A.M. : 57 Mean:58.98 S.D. : 14.55 
33 
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Table 11 is a frequency distribution of the scores 
achieved on Form A of the Imagery Checklist by the 38 
eighth grade girls tested. The scores ranged from 15.0 to 
88.8 and were arranged in class intervals of five. The 
assumed mean was 57, the mean was 58.98 with a standard 
deviation of 14.55. 
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Table 12. 
90-94 
85-89 
80-84 
75-79 
70-74 
65-69 
60-64 
55-59 
50-54 
45-49 
40-44 
35-39 
30-34 
25-29 
20-24 
15-19 
10-14 
A.M. • 52 
Distribution of Imagery 
Scores -- 1Form B- 38 Eighth 
Grade Girls 
f X fx fx2 
1 8 8 64 
1 7 7 49 
0 6 0 0 
3 5 15 75 
4 4 16 64 
1 3 3 9 
4 2 8 1 6 
6 1 6 6 
6 0 0 0 
4 1 4 4 
4 2 8 16 
0 3 0 0 
2 4 8 32 
1 5 5 25 
0 6 0 0 
0 7 0 0 
1 8 8 64 
38 +30 424 
Mean • 55.95 S.D • • 16.23 
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Table 12 is a frequency distribution of scores 
achieved on Form B of the Imagery Checklist of the 38 
eighth grade girls tested. The scores ranged from 14.7 
to 93.1 and were arranged in class intervals of five. 
The assumed mean was 52, the mean was 55.95 with a 
standard deviation of 1&.23· 
The difference of the means on Forms A and B was 
3-03. 
--=----
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Table 13. Distribution of Imagery 
Scores -- Form A - 33 Seventh 
Grade Girls 
i 
f X fx tx2 
80-84 1 4 4 16 
75-79 3 3 9 27 
70-74 4 2 8 16 
65-64 6 1 6 6 
60-64 5 0 0 0 
55-69 4 1 I 4 4 
50-54 7 2 14 28 
45-49 2 3 6 18 
40-44 1 4 4 16 
33 -1 131 
A.M. • 62 Mean • 61.85 S.D. • 9.8 
37 
Table 13 is a frequency distribution of the scores 
obtained on Form A. of the Imagery Checklist by the 33 
seventh grade girls tested. The scores ranged from 42.7 
to 80.3 and were arranged in class intervals of -r~ve. The 
assumed mean w-as- 62, the mean was 61.85 with a standard 
deviation of 9.8. 
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Table 14. Distribution of Imagery 
Scores -- Form B - 33 Seventh 
Grade Girls 
f X fx rx2 
80-84 3 6 18 108 
75-79 0 5 0 0 
70-74 3 4 12 48 
65- 69 3 3 9 27 
60-64 6 2 12 24 
55-59 4 1 4 4 
50-54 4 0 0 0 
45-49 5 1 5 0 
40-44 2 2 4 8 
35-39 1 3 3 9 
30-34 1 4 4 16 
25-29 0 5 0 0 
20-24 1 6 6 36 
33 +33 285 
A.M. = 52 Mean • 57 S.D. • 14.69 
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Table 14 is a frequency distribution of the scores 
achieved on Form B of the Imagery Checklist. The scores 
ranged from 24.2 to 84.2 and were arranged in class 
intervals of five. The assumed mean was 52~ the mean was 
57 with a standard deviation of 14.69. 
The difference of the means on Forms A and B was 
9.85. 
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Table 15. Correlation - 130 Cases 
Imagery - Form A versus Form B 
Imagery Form B 
0 co lQ C\1 CJ) (f) ttl 0 1::'- ~ rot co r-1 C\1 C\1 ~ "'if! lQ lQ 1::'- £:'-
1::'- ~ rot co LO C\1 CJ) co ttl 0 £:'-
r-1 00 C\1 t4) ~ "'if! tQ co 1::'- 1::'-
2 2 
2 7 
4 7 2 
1 6 4 1 1 
2 5 5 3 
1 3 1 1 
1 3 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 
1 
Form A Form B 
Mean. = 56.18 Mean = 52.52 
s.D. = 14 S.D. - 14 
-
r • • •. 954 
41 
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Table 15 is a scattergram which shows the correlation 
of Forms A and B of the Imagery Checklist. The mean for 
Form A was 56.18 with a standard deviation of 14. The 
mean for Form B was 52.52 with a standard deviation of 14. 
The difference of the means was 3.66. 
The high positive correlation coefficient of .954 
indicates the equivalency of the two forms of the test. 
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Table lS. Correlation - 130 Cases - Sentence No. 1 - -
Imagery - Form A versus Form B 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Imagery Form B 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
l 
4 
2 
1 
2 
l 2 
2 4 
l 1 
l 1 
1 
Form A 
Mean = 5.44 
s.n. = 1.76 
1 
1 1 1 l 
4 l 1 2 
3 6 2 2 1 
7 14 5 
4 2 l 
2 l l 
r. = .574 
1 
Form B 
Mean = 4.72 
S.D. : 2.26 
-- _I_ - --
- ,- --
Table 16 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
of Sentence 1 on Forms A and B of the Checklist. The 
mean for Form A was 5.44 with a ·standard deviation of 
1.76. The mean for Form B was 4.72 with a standard 
deviation of 2.26. The difference of the means was .72. 
The coefficient of .574 indicates a fair degree of 
equivalency of this sentence oa both forms of the test. 
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Table 17. Correlation - 130 Cases - Sentence No. 2 -
Imagery - Form A versus Form B 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
a 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
I Imagery Form B 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 
2 2 
3 5 2 1 1 
1 1 10 7 7 l l 
1 2 2 3 
1 1 2 1 
1 
1 3 1 1 
Form A Form B 
Mean • 4.55 Mean • 5.63 
s.n. = 2·0 s. D - 2.17 
-
:r. •• 512 
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Table 17 is a scattergram which shows the correlation 
of Sentence 2, Forms A and B of the Checklist. The mean 
for Form A was s.o with a standard deviation of 2. The 
I' mean for Form B was 5 ~ 63 with a standard deviation of 
[ 2.17. The difference of the means was .63. 
,, 
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The correlation coefficient-· of .512 indicates a fair 
degree of equivalency of this sentence on b.oth fQrms of 
the test. 
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Table 18. Correlation - 130 Cases - Sentence No. 3 -
Imagery - Form A versus Form B 
Imagery Form B 
1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 8 9 10 11 12 13 
13 
12 
11 
10 
<ll 9 
El 8 1 1 Sot 
0 
IXt 7 
~ 
9 2 1 
S-t 
Q) 6 4 2 14 4 1 ~ 
aS 
E 5 H 
4 
3 1 1 1 1 
2 1 5 
1 
0 2 
Form A Form B 
Mean = 5.0 Mean = 4.7 
S.D. = 1.57 s.n. = 1.74 
r. = .367 
Table 18 is a scattergram which shows the correlation 
obtained on Sentence 3 1 Forms A and B of the Checklist. 
The mean for Form A was s.o with a standard deviation of 
1.57. The mean for Form B was 4.7 with a standard devia-
tlon of 1.74. The difference of the means was .3. 
The correlation coefficient of .367 tndicates only a 
slight degree of equivalency of this sentence on both 
forms of the test. 
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Table 19. Correlation - 130 Cases - Sentence No. 4 -
Imagery - Form A 'versus Form B 
Imagery Form B 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
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Mean = 5.51 Mean • 4.87 
s.n. = 1.71 S.D. = 1.27 
r. • .'771 
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Table 19 is a scattergram showing the correlation of 
Sentence 4 on forms A and B of the Checklist. The mean 
for Form A was 5.51 with a standard deviation of 1.71. 
The mean for Form B was 4.87 with a standard deviation 
of 1.27. The difference of the means was .64. 
The coefficient of .712 denotes a fairly high degree 
of equivalency of this sentence on both forms of the teat. 
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Table 20. Correlation - 130 Cases 
- Sentence 
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Imagery - Form A versus Form B 
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Mean c 5.17 
s.n. = 1.a3 
Imagery Form B 
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1 
r. = .228 
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Table 20 is a scattergram showing the correlation of 
Sentence 5 on Forms A and B of the Checklist. The mean 
for Form A was 5.7 with a standard deviation of 1.93. The 
mean for Form B was ·4.38 with a standard deviation of 
2.07. The difference of the means was .79. 
The coefficient of .228 denotes a very slight 
correlation between Sentence 5 on the two forms of the 
test. 
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Table 21. Correlation - 130 Cases - Sentence No. 6 -
Imagery - Form A versus Form B 
Imagery Form B 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
13 
12 1 1 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 1 
10 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 
9 1 1 1 4 2 4 2 
< 8 10 5 2 1 1 
a 
S-1 7 0 
1%. 
~ 6 1 1 4 2 _. 4 
r.. 
G> 
bO 5 1 2 1 4 1 1 as 
El 
H 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 
2 2 1 
1 
0 2 1 2 1 1 
Form A Form B 
Mean = 7.02 Mean = 6.51 
S.D. • 2.82 S.D. : 2.94 
r. • .583 
Table 21 is a scattergram showing the correlation of 
Sentence 6 on Forms A and B of the Checklist. The mean 
for Form A was 7.02 with a standard deviation of 2·82. 
The mean for Form B was 6.51 with a standard deviation of 
2.94. The difference of the means was .51. 
The correlation coefficient of .583 indicates a fair 
degree of equivalency of this sentence on both forms of 
the test. 
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Table 22· Correlation - 130 Cases - Sentence No. 7 -
Imagery - Form A versus Form B 
Imagery Form B 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
13 
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s.n. = 1.96 s.n. = 2.0 
r. • .272 
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Table 22 is a scattergram showing the correlation of 
Sentence 7 on Forms A and B of the Checklist. The mean 
for Form A was 5.19 with a standard deviation of 1.96. 
The mean for Form B was 5.09 with a standard deviation 
of 2.0. The difference of the means was .10. 
The correlation coefficient of .272 denotes very 
slight degree of equivalency of this sentence on both 
forms of the test. 
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Table 23. Correlation - 130 Cases - Sentence No. 8 -
Imagery - Form A versus Form B 
Imagery Form B 
0 . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
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10 1 
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1 1 
0 1 2 1 1 1 
Form A Form B 
Mean : 4.99 Mean = 4.69 
s.n. • 2.06 s. D. • 1.59 
r. = .762 
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Table 23 is a scattergram showing the correlation of 
Sentence 8 on Forms A and B of the Checklist. The mean 
for Form A was 4.99 with a standard deviation of 2.06. 
The mean for Form B was 4.69 with a standard deviation of 
1.59. The difference of the means was .30. 
The coefficient of .762 indicates a fair degree of 
equivalency of this sentence on both forms of the test. 
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Table 24. Correlation - 130 Cases - sentence No. 9 -
Imagery - Form A versus Form B 
Imagery Form B 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
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Mean • 6.38 Mean = 5.38 
S.D. = 2.12 ·s.n. = 2.27 
r. • .437 
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Table 24 is a scattergram showing the correlation of 
Sentence 9 on Forms A and B of the Checklist. The mean 
for Form A was 6.38 with a standard deviation of 2.12. 
The mean for Form B was 5.38 with a standard deviation 
of 2.27. The difference of the means was 1.00. 
The correlation coefficient of .437 gives evidence 
of a fair degree of equivalency of this sentence on both 
forms of the Checklist. 
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Table 25. Correlation - 130 Cases - Sentence No. 10 -
Imagery - Form A versus Form B 
Imagery Form B 
0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 
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0 8 2 l 2 1 
Form A Form B 
Mean • 3.33 Mean = 2.78 
s.D. = 1.8o S.D. = 1.81 
r. • .353 
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Table 25 is a scattergram which shows the correlation 
of Sentence 10 on Forms A and B of the Checklist • . The 
mean for Form A was 3.33 with a standard deviation of 
1.80. The mean for Form B was 2.78 with a standard 
deviation of 1.81. The difference of the means was .55. 
The coefficient of .353 gives evidence of only a 
fair degree of equivalency of this sentence on both forms 
of the test. 
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Table 26. Correlation - 35 Cases - Top Segment 
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Table 26 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between the imagery scores and the intelligence quotients 
of the top segment of the group in intelligence. The 
mean of the imagery scores on Form A was 56.5 and the 
standard deviation was 11.94. The mean of the intelligence 
quotients was 117.014 and the standard deviation was 7.74. 
The coefficient of .0236 indicates that there is no sig-
nificant relationship between intelligence and mental 
imagery. 
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Table 27. Correlation- 35 Cases -Top Segment 
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Table 27 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between imagery scores and the intelligence quotients of 
the top segment of the group tested in intelligence. The 
mean of the imagery scores on Form B was 51.17 and the 
standard deviation was 13.28. The mean for the intell1-
gence quotients was 117.014 and the standard deviation 
was 7.74. 
The coefficient of .037 indicates that no real 
relationship exists between imagery and intelligence. 
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Table 28. Correlation - 35 Cases - Bottom Segment 
Imagery Form A versus Intelligence Quotients 
Intelligence Quotients 
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Table 28 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and the intelligence 
quotients of the bottom segment of the population in 
intelligence. The mean of the imagery scores on Form A 
was 5?.17 and the standard deviation was 12.83. The 
mean or the intelligence quotients was 84.39 and the 
standard deviation was 6.832. 
The coefficient of .0108 indicates no real relation-
ship existing between imagery and intelligence. 
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I' Table 29. Correlation - 35 Cases - Bottom Segment 
Imagery Form B versus Intelligence Quotients 
Intelligence Quotients 
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Table 29 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and intelligence quotients 
of the bottom segment of the population in intelligence. 
The mean of the imagery scores on Form B was 54.3 and 
the standard deviation 13.6. The mean of the intelligence 
quotients was 84.39 and the standard deviation was 6.83. 
The coefficient of .009 indicates that no relation-
ship exists between imagery and intelligence. 
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Table 30. Correlation - 35 Oases - Top Segment 
Imagery Form A versus Comprehension - 1953 
Comprehension - Top Segment 
-
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Table 30 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between the mental imagery scores and the reading compre-
hension scores of the top segment of the population in 
this variable. The mean of the imagery scores on Form A 
was 54.57 and the standard deviation was 13.67. The 
mean of the reading comprehension scores was 9.5. 
The coefficient of .317 denotes a very slight 
relationship between tmagery and reading comprehension. 
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I Table 31· Correlation - 35 Cases - Top Segment 
I 
Imagery Form B versus Comprehension - 1953 
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Table 31 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and reading comprehension 
scores or the top segment of the population in this 
variable. The mean of the imagery scores on Form B was 
49.15 and the standard deviation was 9.28. The mean of 
the comprehension scores was 9.5 and the standard 
deviation was .643. 
The negative coefficient of -.264 indicates a slight 
negative relationship between imagery and reading compre-
hension. 
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Table 32· Correlation - 35 C~ses - Bottom Segment 
Imagery Form A versus Comprehension - 1953 
Comprehension - Bottom Segment - 1953 
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Table 32 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and reading comprehension 
scores of the bottom segment of the group in this variable. 
The mean of the imagery scores on Form A was 50.71 and the 
standard deviation was 13.22. The mean of the reading 
comprehension scores was 5.75 and the standard deviation 
was .62. 
The coefficient of .546 indicates that a medium 
relationship exists between mental imagery and reading 
comprehension. 
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Table 33. Correlation - 35 Cases - Bottom Segment 
Imagery Form B versus Comprehension - 1953 
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Table 33 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and reading comprehension 
scores of the bottom segment of the group in this 
variable. The mean of the imagery scores on Form B was 
56-29 and the standard deviation was 16.5. The mean of 
the reading comprehension scores was 5.?5 and the 
standard deviation was .62. 
The coefficient of .142 indicates that little 
relationship exists between imagery and reading compre-
hension. 
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Table 34. Correlation - 35 Cases - Top Segment 
Imagery Form A versus Total Reading - 1952 
Total Re.ading - Top Segment - 1952 
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Table 34 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between the mental imagery scores and the total reading 
scores of the top segment of the group in reading ability. 
The mean of the imagery scores on Form A was 58.55 and 
the standard deviation was 12.65. The mean of the total 
reading scores was 8.419 and the standard deviation was 
.689. 
The negative coefficient of -.0868 denotes no rela-
tionship between mental imagery and reading ability. 
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Table 35. Correlation - 35 Cases - Top Segment 
Imagery Form B versus Total Reading - 1952 
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Table 35 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and the total reading scores 
of the top segment of the group in reading ability. The 
mean of the imagery scores on Form B was 53.66 and the 
standard deviation was 14.20. The mean of the total 
reading scores was 8.419 and the standard deviation was 
.689. 
The negative coefficient of -.295 indicates that a 
very slight negative relationship exists between mental 
imagery and total reading. 
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Table 38. Correlation - 35 Cases - Bottom Segment 
Imagery Form A versus Total Reading - 1952 
I Total Reading - Bottom Segment - 1952 
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Table 36 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and the total reading 
scores of the bottom segment of the group in reading 
ability. The mean of the image·ry scores on Form A was 
59 and the standard deviation was 10.88. The mean of 
the total reading scores was 5.904 and the standard 
deviation was 1.114. 
The negative coefficient of -.044 indicates that no 
relationship exists between mental imagery and total 
reading. 
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Table 37. Correlation - 35 Cases - Bottom Segment 
Imagery Form B versus Total Reading - 1952 
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Table 37 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and the total reading 
scores of the bottom segment of the group in reading 
ability. The mean of the imagery scores on Form B was 
54.86 and the standard deviation was 14.57. The mean 
of the total reading scores was 5.904 and the standard 
deviation was 1.114. 
The coefficient of .0116 indicates no relationship 
existing between mental imagery and total reading. 
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Table 38. Correlation - 35 Cases - Top Segment 
Imagery Form A versus Language Scores - 1952 
Language Scores - Top Segment - 1952 
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Table 38 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and language scores of the 
top segment of the group in this variable. The mean or 
the imagery scores on Form B was 58.29 and the standard 
deviation was 15.18. The mean of the language scores 
was 8.996 and the standard deviation was .851. 
The coefficient of .148 shows that very little rela-
tionship exists between mental imagery and language 
ability. 
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Table 39. Correlation - 35 Cases - Top Segment 
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Table 39 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery score and language scores of the 
top segment of the group in this variable. The mean of 
the mental imagery scores on Form B was 53.57 and the 
standard deviation was 16.58. The mean of the language 
scores was 8.996 and the standard deviation was .851. 
The coefficient of .224 indicates that a very 
slight relationship exists between imagery and language. 
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Table 40. Correlation - 35 Cases - Bottom Segment 
Imagery Form A versus Language Scores - 1952 
Language Scores - Bottom Segment - 1952 
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Table 40 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and the language scores o~ 
the bottom segment of the group in language. The mean of 
the imagery scores on Form A was 55.86 and the standard 
deviation was 12.99. The mean of the language scores was 
6.31 and the standard deviation was .503. 
The coef.fic1ent of .0145 indicates that no real 
relationship exists between mental imagery and language. 
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Table 41. Co:rrelat1on - 35 Cases - Bottom Segment 
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Table 41 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and the language scores o£ 
the bottom segment of the group in language. The mean o£ 
the imagery scores on Form B was 51.15 and the standard 
deviation was 10.10. The mean of the language scores was 
6-31 and the standard deviation was .503. 
The coef£icient of .189 shows that a very negligible 
relationship exists between mental imagery and language. 
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Table 42. Correlation - 35 Cases - Top Segment 
Imagery Form A versus Vocabulary - 1953 
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Table 42 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and the reading vocabulary 
scores of the top segment of the group in this variable. 
The mean of the imagery scores on Form A was 59.29 and 
the standard deviation was 13.20. The mean of the 
vocabulary scores was 9.27 and the standard deviation 
was .298. 
The coefficient of -.107 indicates that a slight 
negative relationship exists between mental imagery and 
vocabulary. 
Table 43. Correlation - 35 Cases - Top Segment 
Imagery Form B versus Vocabulary - 1953 
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Table 43 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and reading vocabulary 
scores of the top segment of the group in this variable. 
The mean of the imagery scores on Form B was 51.57 and 
the standard deviation was 15.95. The mean of the 
reading vocabulary scores was 9-27 and the standard 
deviation was .298. 
The coefficient of .0557 indicates that no real 
relationship exists between mental imagery and reading 
vocabulary. 
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Table 44. Correlation- 35 rCases 
- Bottom Segment 
Imagery Form A versus Vocabulary 
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Table 44 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and reading vocabulary 
scores of the bottom segment of the group in this variable. 
The mean ·of the imagery scores on Form A was 55 and the 
standard deviation was 15.58. The mean of the vocabulary 
scores was 6.78 and the standard deviation was .525. 
The coefficient of -.486 indicates that a negative 
relationship exists between imagery and reading vocabulary. 
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Table 45 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores and the reading vocabulary 
scores of the bottom segment of the group in this variable. 
The mean of the imagery scores on Form B was 55.29 and the 
standard deviation was 14.95. The mean of the language 
scores was 6.78 and the standard deviation was .525. 
The coefficient of -.757 shows that a marked negative 
relationship exists between mental imagery and reading 
vocabulary. 
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Table 46. Difference in Mental Imagery Scores Between the 
Top and Bottom Segments of the Group in 
Intelligence 
Sot Sot 
0 0 • 
~ .p Sots:! Mll-4 
M a Sot Sot CIS Mf+-1 
CD ~ CD !XI~ . IX! ..-I bO ~ a . f+-1 A . CIS bO CIS A . f+-1 • ~ a CD CD • .Pf+-1 ..-1 .Pf+-1 . 
H r/.) z ~ r/.) 0')0 A 0')0 0 
Top 35 57.06 11.80 2.02 3.17 3-14 1.00 Form A Bottom 35 53.89 14.07 2-41 
Form B Top 35 52.20 12.94 2-22 1.00 3·61 .277 Bottom 35 53.20 16.95 2.85 
Form A-- The difference in mean score of 3.17 yielded a 
critical ratio of 1.00 which though not statis-
tically significant is in favor of the top 
segment in terms of intelligence. 
Form B-- The difference between means yielded a critical 
ratio of .277 which is low and not statistically 
significant. The d i fference, however, is in 
favor of the bottom segment of the population in 
terms of intelligence. 
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Table 47. Difference in Mental Imagery Scores Between the 
Top and Bottom Segments of the Group in Reading 
Comprehension 
~ J4 
j:>, 0 0 • ~ J4S:: 14~ J4 s:: J4 J4td 14~ (I) (I) (I) Ji:l<D 1%1""" tlO s § .S:: . ~ ~ A . td !::0 aS A . ~ . IX: El (I) (I) . ~~ ..... ~~ • H rll $2; ~ rll Cf.)O A fi.IO 0 
Form A Top 35 54.57 13.67 2.34 8.72 3.26 2.67 Bottom 35 63.29 13.22 2·27 
Form B Top 35 49.15 9.28 1.59 7.14 3.23 2-21 Bottom 35 56.29 16.48 2-83 
Form A-- The difference in mean scores of 8.72 yielded a 
critical ratio of 2.67 which was statistically 
significant. It is in favor of the bottom seg-
ment of the group in terms of reading 
comprehension. 
Form B-- The difference in mean scores of 7.14 yielded a 
critical ratio of 2.21 which, though not sta-
tistically significant, is in favor of the 
bottom segment of the group in terms of reading 
comprehension. 
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Table 48. Difference in Mental Imagery Scores Between the 
Top and Bottom Segments of the Group in Total 
Reading 
J.t J.t 
0 0 • p., .p S-id s:.t~ 
s:.t s:: J.t s:.ta1 s:.t~ ([) m ([) ~~ • p:"lori tO ~ d • ~ A • a! tO aS A . ~ . IX: s ([) ([) . .p~ orl .Pfl-4 • 
H fl.} z =:l fl.} roo A r/.)0 0 
Form A Top 35 58.55 12.65 2-16 .45 2-85 .157 Bottom 35 59.00 10.88 1.86 
Form B Top 35 53.66 14.20 2-44 1.20 3-49 .343 Bottom 35 54.86 14.57 2.50 
Form A-- The difference in mean scores of .45 yielded a 
critical ratio of .157 which is not statistically 
significant. The difference is in favor of the 
bottom segment of the group in reading ability. 
Form B-- The difference in mean scores of 1.20 yielded a 
critical ratio of -343 which, though not sta-
tistically significant, is in favor of the 
bottom segment of the group in terms of reading 
ability. 
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Table 49. Difference in Mental Imagery Scores Between 
the Top and Bottom Segments of the Group ln 
Language 
$,. $,. 
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Form A Top 35 58.29 15.18 2.60 2-43 3.41 .712 Bottom 35 55.86 12.99 2-22 
Form B Top 35 53.57 16.58 2-84 2.42 3-32 .728 Bottom 35 51.15 10.10 1.73 
Form A-- The difference in mean scores of 2.43 yielded a 
critical ratio of .712 which, though not sta-
tistically significant, is in favor of the top 
segment of the population in terms of language. 
Form B-- The difference in mean scores of 2.42 yielded a 
critical ratio of .728 which, though not sta-
tistically significant, is in favor of the top 
segment of the group in terms of language. 
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Table 50. Difference in Mental Imagery Scores Between 
the Top and Bottom Segments of the Group in 
Reading Vocabulary 
J.i J.i 
0 0 • 
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Form A Top 35 59.29 13.20 2.26 4.29 3.49 1.22 Bottom 35 55.00 15-58 2.67 
Form B Top 35 51.57 15-95 2-74 3.72 3.74 .997 Bottom 35 55.29 14.95 2.56 
Form A-- The difference in mean scores of 4.29 yielded a 
critical ratio of 1.22 which, though not sta-
tistically significant, is in favor of the top 
segment of the group in terms o£ reading 
vocabulary. 
Form B-- The difference in mean scores of 3.72 yielded a 
critical ratio of .997 which, though not sta-
tistically significant, is in favor of the 
bottom segment of the group in terms of reading 
vocabulary. 
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Table 51. Correlation - 130 Cases - Imagery Scores, 
Form A versus Reading Comprehension - 1953 
Reading Comprehension 1953 
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Table 51 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores obtained on Form A o£ the 
Checklist and the reading comprehension scores of the 
entire group tested. 
The mean of imagery scores was 56.18 with a 
standard deviation of 14. The mean of the reading com-
prehension scores was 7.8 with a standard deviation of 
The negative correlation of -.043 indicates that no 
relationship exists between mental imagery and reading 
comprehension. 
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Table 52. Correlation - 130 Cases - Imagery Scores, 
Form B versus Reading Comprehension - 1953 
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Table 52 is a scattergram showing the correlation 
between mental imagery scores obtained on Form B or the 
Checklist and the reading comprehension scores of the 
entire group tested. 
The mean of the imagery scores was 52.52 with a 
standard deviation of 14. The mean of the reading 
comprehension scores was 7.8 with a standard deviation 
The negative coefficient of -.0417 indicates no 
relationship existing between mental imagery and reading 
comprehension. 
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Table 53. Constancy of Picture Frequency and Per Cent of 
Affirmative and Negative Responses on Imagery 
Checklist -- Form A -- 130 Cases 
Sentence Yes Responses No Responses Not Reported 
Number Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent quency Cent 
1 100 76.9 27 20.8 3 2-3 
2 104 8o.o 15 11.5 11 8.5 
3 102 78.5 24 18.5 4 3-0 
4 106 81.5 16 12.3 8 6.2 
5 102 78.5 17 13.0 11 8.5 
6 100 76.9 21 16.2 9 6.9 
7 108 83-0 14 10.1 8 6.2 
8 108 83.0 15 11.5 7 5.4 
9 105 80.8 19 14.6 6 4.6 
10 103 79.2 14 10.8 13 10.0 
Total 1038 79-83 182 14.00 80 6 . 16 
Table 53 is a frequency and per cent table showing 
the constancy of the mental images seen on Form A of the 
Checklist. 
Column 1 gives the sentence number. Columns 2 and 
3 show the frequency and per cent of the constant images. 
Columns 4 and 5 show the frequency and per cent of 
changing images and columns 6 and 7 show the frequency 
and per cent of those cases not reported. 
The total number of constant images reported was 
1038, the per cent was 78.83. The total number of 
changing .images was 182 or 14.00 per cent. The total 
number of cases not reported was 80 or 6.16 per cent. 
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Table 54. Constancy of Picture Frequency and Per Cent of 
Affirmative and Negative Responses on Imagery 
Checklist -- Form B - - 130 Cases 
Sentence Yea Responses No Responses Not Reported 
Number Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent quency Cent 
1 100 76.9 19 14.6 11 8.5 
2 109 83.9 18 13.8 3 2.3 
3 103 79.2 19 14-6 8 6.2 
4 101 77.7 24 18.5 5 3.8 
5 105 80.8 20 15.4 5 3.8 
6 100 76.9 19 14.6 11 8.5 
7 105 80.8 16 12.3 9 6.9 
8 109 83.9 16 12.3 5 3.8 
9 108 83.0 16 12.3 6 4.6 
10 91 70.0 21 16.2 18 13.8 
Total 1031 79.31 188 14.46 81 6-22 
Table 54 is a frequency and per cent table showing 
the constancy of the mental images seen on Form B of the 
Checklist. 
Column 1 gives the sentence number. Columna 2 and 3 
the frequency and per cent of the constant images. Col-
umna 4 and 5 the frequency and per cent of the changing 
images and columna 6 and 7 the frequency and per cent of 
cases not reported. 
The total number of constant images reported was 
1031, the per cent was 79.31. The total number of 
changing images was 188 or 14.46 per cent. The total 
number of cases not reported was 81 or 6-22 per cent. 
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Table 55. Frequency and Per Cent of Memory and Creative 
Images on Imagery Checklist -- Form A --
130 Cases 
Sentence Memorz Imases Creative Imases Not Reported 
Number Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre-
quency Cent quency Cent quency 
1 '75 5'7.'7 53 40.8 2 
2 '7'7 59.2 39 30.0 14 
3 83 63.8 42 32-3 5 
4 4'7 36.2 80 61.5 3 
5 58 44.6 6'7 51.5 5 
6 '76 58.5 45 34.6 9 
'7 55 42.3 68 52.3 '7 
8 58 44.6 64 49.2 8 
9 44 33.8 '78 60.0 8 
10 39 30.0 '78 60.0 13 
Total 612 4'7 .07 614 47.22 '74 
Table 55 shows the frequency and per cent o~ the 
memory and creative images obtained on Form A of the 
Checklist. 
Per 
Cent 
1.5 
10.8 
3.9 
2.3 
3.9 
6.9 
5.4 
6.2 
6.2 
10.0 
5-'71 
Column 1 gives the sentence number. Columns 2 and 3 
show the frequency and per cent of the memory images. 
Columns 4 and 5 show the frequency and per cent of crea-
tive images. Columns 6 and 7 show the frequency and per 
cent of those cases not reported. 
The total number of memory images was 612, the per 
I cent was 47.07. The total number of creative images was 
614 or 4'7.22 per cent. The total number of cases not 
reported was 74 or 5.71 per cent. 
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Table 56. Frequency and Per Cent of Memory and Creative 
Images on Imagery Checklist -- Form B --
130 Cases 
Sentence Memorl Ima~es Creative Images Not Reported 
Number Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre-
quency Cent quency Cent quency 
1 78 60.0 40 30.8 12 
2 86 66.2 39 30.0 5 
3 60 46.1 60 46.1 10 
4 54 41.5 69 53.1 7 
5 52 40.0 71 54.6 7 
6 63 48-5 55 42.3 12 
7 65 50.0 55 42.3 10 
8 67 51.5 56 43-1 7 
9 54 41.5 70 53.9 6 
10 39 3.0.0 72 55.4 19 
Total 618 47.53 587 45.16 95 
Table 56 shows the frequency and per cent of the 
memory and creative images obtained on Form B of the 
Checklist. 
Per 
Cent 
9.2 
3-8 
7.7 
5.4 
5.4 
9.2 
7.7 
5.4 
4.6 
14.6 
7.3 
Column 1 gives the sentence number. Columns 2 and 3 
show the frequency and per cent of the memory images. 
Columns 4 and 5 show the frequency and per cent of crea-
tive images. Columns 6 and 7 show the number of cases not 
reported. 
The total number of memory images reported was 618~ 
the per cent was 47.53. The total number of creative 
1 images was 583 or 45.16 per cent. The total number of 
I 
cases not reported was 95 or 7.3 per cent. 
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Sen-
tence 
Num-
ber 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
- _6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
• 
Table 57. Frequency and Per Cent of Different Kinds of Mental Images Recorded on Imagery Checklist~­
FormA-- 130 Cases 
Indoor Outdoor Kinesthetic Olfactory Auditory Gustatory Visual People Free 
Responses 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
118 5.27 0 
-
17 .76 41 1.83 12 .54 64 2.86 1612 72.03 34 1.52 340 15.29 
114 6.56 3 .17 10 .58 84 4.83 7 .40 40 2.30 1321 76.00 44 2.53 115 6.61 
116 6.67 3 .17 36 2.07 6 .35 52 2.99 13 .75 1071 61.55 48 2.76 395 22.70 
116 6.72 0 
-
64 3.70 4 .23 24 1.39 0 - 1047 60.66 82 4.75 389 22.54 
145 8.50 7 .41 81 4.76 2 .12 28 1.65 2 .12 1031 60.54 93 5.46 314 18.44 
3 .09 104 3.28 78 2.46 39 1.23 32 1.01 56 1.14 2375 74.97 71 2.24 ~10 12.94 
2 .08 110 4.56 8 .33 13 .54 76 3.ll 3 .13 1666 - 69.01 67 2.78 469 19.43 
2 .09 104 1.~.64 19 .85 72 3.21 6 .27 1 .05 1672 74.55 28 1.25 339 15.ll 
2 .12 121 7.07 77 4.50 12 • 70 45 2.63 1 .06 1083 63.26 75 4.38 296 17.29 
0 
-
107 6.52 43 2.62 4 .24 38 2.32 0 - 1165 71.04 59 3.60 224 1).66 
Total 618 3.04 559 2.75 433 2.13 277 1.36 320 1.55 180 .89 14043 69.10 601 2.96 3291 16.25 
~ 
~ 
OJ 
tl 
Table 57 shows the frequency and per cent of the dif-
ferent kinds of mental imagery recorded on Form A of the 
Checklist. These include indoor~ outdoor 1 kinesthetic, 
olfactory, auditory, gustatory~ and visual imagery. Also 
listed are the frequency and per cent of the people seen 
in the mental images and the frequency and per cent of 
free responses added to the Checklist by the 130 pupils 
li tested. The total number of different kinds of mental 
1! imagery recorded on Form A was 20,322. 
II 
'I 
Of this total number, 618 or 3.04 per cent were 
indoor, 559 or 2.75 per cent were outdoor 1 433 or 2.13 
were kinesthetic 1 277 or 1.36 per cent were olfaetory1 
320 or 1.55 per cent were auditory, 180 or .89 per cent 
were gustatory1 and 14~043 or 69.10 per cent were visual. 
The total number of people reported in these mental images 
was 601 or 2.96 per cent. There were 3291 free responses 
recorded which was 16.25 per cent of the total number 
recorded. 
l i7 
-
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Table 58. Frequency and Per Cent of Different Kinds of Mental Imagers Recorded on Imagery Checklist --
Fornl B -- 130 Cases 
Sen- Indoor Outdoor Kinesthetic Olfactory Auditory Gustatory Visual People Free 
tence Responses 
Num- Num- Per Num- Per Ntnn- Per Num- Per Num- Per Ntnn- Per Num-· Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1 109 5.32 2 .10 12 .59 38 1.85 6 .29 66 3.22 1647 80.38 0 - 169 8.24 
2 110 4.64 3 .13 9 .38 79 3-33 8 .34 47 1.99 1985 83.72 2 .09 128 5.40 
3 109 5.37 0 - 15 .74 0 - 71 3.50 1 .05 1575 77.59 4 .20 255 12.56 
4 84 5.31 0 
-
52 3.28 9 .57 19 1.20 1 .06 1049 66.27 5 .32 364 22.99 
5 93 6.43 4 .28 47 3.25 2 .14 20 1.38 2 .14 1060 73.30 8 .56 _210 14.45 
6 0 
- 119 3.64 65 1.99 26 .80 24 -73 39 1.19 2658 81.26 44 1.35 296 9.05 
7 0 
-
- 98 4.06 18 .75 3 .12 60 2.48 2 .08 1605 66.46 -14 .58 615 25.47 
8 0 
-
112 5.67 19 .96 56 2.83 15 .76 4 .20 1627 82.30 4 .20 140 7.02 
9 0 - 104 6.30 65 3.94 3 .18 45 2. 72 3 .18 1112 67.31 19 1.15 301 18.22 
10 0 
- 91 5.51 44 2.79 7 .45 22 1.40 5 .32 1247 79.18 1 .07 158 10.03 
Total 505 2.48 533 2.62 346 1. 70 223 1.10 290 1.42 170 .84 15565 76.42 101 .50 2636 12.94 
,.... 
/-.do 
a;, 
Table 58 shows the frequency and per cent of the 
different kinds of mental imagery tested on Form B of the 
Checklist. These include indoor, outdoor, kinesthetic, 
olfactory, auditory, gustatory, and visual imagery. The 
frequency and per cent of the people seen in the mental 
images and the frequency and per cent of the free respon-
ses added to the Checklist by the 130 pupils tested are 
also included. 
The total number of different kinds of mental 
imagery recorded on Form B was 20,369. Of this number, 
505 or 2.48 per cent were indoor, 533 or 2.62 per cent 
were outdoor, 346 or 1.70 per cent were kinesthetic, 223 
or 1.10 per cent were olfactory, 290 or 1.42 per cent 
were auditory, 170 or .84 per cent were gustatory, and 
15,565 or 76.42 per cent were visual. The total number 
of people reported in these images was 101 or .so per 
cent. There were 2,636 free responses recorded which 
was 12.94 per cent of the total number recorded. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the equiv-
alency of the two forms, A and B, of the Imagery 
1/ 
Checklist - ; to discover the relationship existing 
between mental imagery and other variables; namely, 
intelligence, reading comprehension, reading vocabulary, 
total reading, and language; to determine whether posi-
tive, negative, or no correlation existed between mental 
imagery and these variables. 
Necessary information for the completion of this 
study was obtained on intelligence by the administration 
of the California Test of Mental Maturity Short Form 50S; 
on reading comprehension and vocabulary from the 
California Reading Test Form AA; on language and total 
reading ability from the California Achievement Test 
Form CC; on mental imagery from the administration of the 
1/ 
Imagery Checklist - 1 Forms A and B. 
Prior to the administration of the Imagery 
1/ 
Checklist - , the pupils were introduced to the subject 
of mental imagery. Sample stimuli sentences were used to 
familiarize them with the procedure to be followed in the 
teat. 
11 Singleton, loc. sit. 
'I 
Mental imagery scores and scores of the variables 
used were placed in frequency distribution tables to com-
pute the means and standard deviations. The Pearson 
Product Moment method was used to determine the correla-
tion coefficient. To point out any significant difference 
between the mean scores of the top and bottom segments the 
critical ratios of these mean scores were computed. 
Statistical analysis of the data used in this study 
suggested the following answers to the questions asked at 
the beginning of the study. 
Imagery of Boys and Girls.-- The average mean scores 
of the 59 boys and 71 girls tested were 49.14 and 59.90 
respectively. The mean scores of the seventh grade boys 
was 53.65, of the seventh grade girls was 59.42. The mean 
scores of the eighth grade boys was 48.00, of the eighth 
grade girls was 57.46. Since the girls scores tend to be 
higher than those of the boys, it must be concluded that 
there is a real difference in the mental imagery power of 
j, the two groups • 
I 
Correlation of Forms A and B of the Imagery 
11 Checklist. -- The high positive coefficient of .954 is 
very significant and indicates the reliability of the 
1/ Singleton, loc. sit. 
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1/ 
Checklist - as a means of measuring mental imagery. 
Correlation of the Individual Sentences.-- The 
correlations of the individual sentences were not as 
significant, however. Those sentences showing the highest 
degree of significance were Sentences 4 and 8 with posi-
tive correlation coefficients of .771 and .762 respectively. 
A lesser degree of significance was found in Sentences 6, 
1, and 2 with correlation coefficients of .583, .574 and 
.512. Sentences 9, 3, and 10 with coefficients of correla-
tion of .437, .367, and .353 respectively, indicate only a 
slight significance. The coefficients of .272 and .228 
I found in Sentences 7 and 5 show very little significance. I 
Relationships Between Imagery and Other Variables---
The correlation scattergrams reveal that there is no 
important relationship existing between the pupil's power 
of mental imagery and the variables used in this study. 
The critical ratios reveal that there is no significant 
difference between the top and bottom segments of the 
group in relation to their powers of mental imagery. Only 
in one instance do we find any statistical significance. 
The critical ratio or 2.67, in favor of the bottom 
segment, indicates that the pupils having poor reading 
17 singleton, loc. sit. 
1 22 
~ . 
I 
I 
comprehension possess greater power of mental imagery than 
those scoring high in this ability. 
The critical ratio of 2.21, favoring the bottom 
segment, which, though not significant, is indicative of 
tl the existing difference in the power of producing a mental 
I 
1
1 image between the top and bottom segments of the group in 
I 
I, 
terms of readipg comprehension. 
Constancy of the Mental Image.-- Since 79.8 per cent 
of the total responses on Form A and 79.3 per cent of the 
total responses on Form B were in the affirmative, it may 
II be concluded that the subjects image was not changed by the ]/ 
Checklist. 
Memory and Creative Images.-- The per cent of memory 
images listed on Form A was 47.0, on Form B was 47.5 per 
cent. The per cent of creative images listed on Form A 
was 47.2 per cent, on Form B, was 45.1 per cent. The sub-
ject created approximately as many images as he recalled 
from past experiences. Therefore no significant differ-
ences exist between the memory or creative images of the 
subject. 
Constancy of the Mental Images.-- S1nce 79.8 per cent 
of the total responses on Form A and 79.3 per cent of the 
!/ Singleton, loc. sit. 
II 
I 
II 
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total responses on Form B were in the affirmative~ it may 
be concluded that the subject's image was not changed by 
1/ 
the Checklist.-
Memory and Creative Images.-- The per cent of memory 
images listed on Form A was 47.0~ on Form B was 47.5 per 
cent. The per cent of creative images listed on Form A 
was 47.2 per eent1 on Form B1 was 45.1 per cent. The sub-
ject created approximately as many images as he recalled 
from past experiences. Therefore no significant differ-
ences exist between the memory and creative images of the 
subject. 
1/ Singleton~ loc. sit. 
I
I 1.24 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
II 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Limitations 
Some of the factors which limited this study are the 
following: 
1. Since the population tested consisted of only 
130 cases, definite conclusions should not be 
drawn from the results of this study. 
2. Top and bottom segments, composed of 35 cases, 
were too small to indicate whether positive, 
negative or ho relationship existed between 
mental imagery and the variables used in this 
study. 
3. Lack of control over the accuracy of the 
variables used in completing this study, 
namely, intelligence quotients, total reading, 
reading comprehension, reading vocabulary, 
and language is a limiting factor. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
1. Do children having low reading comprehension 
consistently score higher in mental imagery 
than children having good reading comprehension? 
125 
2. Does mental imagery reduce reading comprehen-
sion? 
3. Does reading comprehension effect the power of 
mental imagery? 
4. Using a larger population, would the girls 
always show greater powers of mental imagery 
than the boys? 
5. Can imager y be taught and how? 
6. Does imagery effect the reading rate of boys 
and girls? 
126 
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APPENDIX 
II 
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STIMULI SENTENCES FOR IMAGERY CHECKLIST - FORM A 
1. On the table was a bowl of crisp salt potato chips. 
2. The good smell of fresh-baked bread filled the air. 
3. The child's tower of blocks fell down. 
4. The boy walked barefoot across the thick green rug. 
5. She stretched back in the chair. 
6. Eating outside was the best part of the day. 
7. With a loud shriek the train flew past the crossing. 
a. The garden was filled with red roses. 
9. The noon sun felt hot on his bare back. 
10. She ran until she thought her lungs would burst • 
II 
I 
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FORM A 
IMAGERY CHECKLIST 
These exercises are to help us find out what happens when people read. 
Some people tell us that they see pictures when they read. Other people 
aren•t sure whether they see pictures or not and still .others tell us that 
they never see pictures. We want you to tell us exactly what happens to 
you. There are no right or wrong answers because we don•t know whether 
people are supposed to see pictures or not. Anyway those that do see pict-
ures see so many different pictures that we•re sure they must all be right. 
You can help us by answering these questions as exactly as you can. 
Listen to your teacher and she will help you on the first one. Write your 
name on the line below and anything else your teacher asks you to write. 
NAME ........... .. 
C--
. I i o ~ O.. ........ J/J.. 0 0 ~ 0 0 G Q 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 e 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0 ~ 0 
p 
SCHOOL ......... .. . ;A, 1(.-~ · . ) GRADE ·'/ oooogo~/ i ·o.oeo ooooooooooooooooooooqo 
v 
BOY OR GIRL ........... ~.;.~~., • o o o o o o o o o o o o. o o o ~c; Eo o o o ~ ~o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 
SAMPLE 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes (1/); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the boy ( ); The boy and a fence ( ); A whole scene with a boy and 
a fence in it ( V) . 
e. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ; Some other place ( ); 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can•t tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 8 (t/) ; About 12 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); 
Hair 
Clothes 
Can• t tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown (-0; Dark ( ); Black ( ); Auburn ( ); Other ( ). 
Short ( ); Long_ ( ); Medium ~; Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Other ( ). 
Can•t tell ( ); Hat ( ); No hat (/');Cap( ); Other ( ); 
Shirt (" ; Jacket ( ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants(-!}; Short pants ( ); 
Shoes ( 0 ; ~c ks ( ); Barefoot ( ); Other ( ); 
How else would you describe the boy? 
----------------------------------------------------
5. Check the words below that describe the fence as you see it. 
Can• t tell ( ); Picket ( ); Wooden board (0 ; Iron ( ); Stone ( ); Other ( ); 
What color? L?, 1 .\ How high? 
~$~~~~- --------------
How else would you describe the fence? 
------------------------------------------
6. Check anything bel"ow that appears in your picture. 
Open field ( Barn ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Cars ( ) 
Lawn ( ) House ( ) Alley ( ) People ( ) 
Trees (' Garage ( ) Road ( ) Toys ( ) 
Woods ( ) Bui I dings ( ) Street ( ) Stones ( ) 
Shed ( ) 
Name anythins else you see in your picture. 
7. Check any color that yeu see in your picture. Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( 
Blue ( ); Green ( V ); Brown (;-("Black ( ); White ( ); 
a_8. Is the boy you see a boy that you know the minute you see it? Yes (L,./); No ( · ); 
W' Is the place that you see a place you know the minute you see it? Yes (£..+, No ( ); 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others (/); Blurred ( ). 
); 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing anything ( 
Tasting anything ( }. 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes(\/} ; No ( }. 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( vj; No ( }; 
SENTENCE I 
I. Did you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes (\/); No ( ). 
2 . In your picture do you see: Just the bowl ( ); The bowl and a table ( ); A whole picture with a 
bowl and a table in it (!/) . • 
.3. Where ;, your pkture? Can't tell ( ); In a kHchen (v}; In a d;n;ng room ( ); In a Bv;ng room ( ); 
In some other room ( ) . 
4. Check the words below that describe the bowl that you see. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Wood ( ); Glass ~ China ( ); Other 
-------------------
Size-Shape Can't tell ( ); Round (vi) ; Oval ( ); Square ( ); Other 
Sha llow ( ); Deep ( ). --------
Contents Can't tell ( ); Piled high (II); Level with the bowl ( ); Few ( ); Other 
------------
5. Check the wqrds below thct describe the table you see. See no table ( ); 
Material Can't tell ( ; Mahogany ( ); Maple ( ); Oak { ); Plein wood ( ); Iron ( ); 
Type Can't tell ( ); Modern ( ); End table ( ); Drum table ( ); Coffee table ( ); Kitchen <,;{. 
6. Check below any objects you see in your picture . 
Ash tray ( ) Couch ( ) Sandwiches ( ) Other objects 
Candy ( ) Curtains ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Cheese popcorn ( ) Flowers ( ) Tablecover ( ) 
Children ( ) Large chairs ( J TV set ( ) 
Cigarettes ( ) People ( ) Radio ( .. 
Coffee cups ( ) 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow V'}; Orange ( ); Red (~ Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green {J/1; Brown ( ); Mahogany ( ); Maple ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). ,. ~ () 
B. Is the bowl that you see a bowl that you know? Yes (V) ; No ( ). 
- · Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes (K); No ( ) . 
10. Was your p icture: Clear () ; Clear in parts and blurred in others (v ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ).: Smelling anything H Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anyth ing ( ). 
12. Is your picture now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No (V) . 
I 
/ 
~· 
.. 
SENTENCE 2 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ; No ( ) •. 
2. In .your pict~re.d~ 'fou see: ~ust the bread ( }.: The bread on a table or shelf ( ); A whole picture 
wtth bread tn tt VJ; $ee a ptcture but none of these ( ). d)_ 
-3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a kitchen (v)'; In a dining room ( ); 
In a living room { }: In a bakery ( ); Other 
--------
4. Check the words below that describe the bread you see. 
Kind Can't tell ( ); Biscuits ( );. Black pumpernickel ( ); Rye ( ); White _loaves ( ); Other----
Description Can't tell ( ); Light brown (t/j; Burned ( ); Sliced ( ); Dark ( ); Other 
-------
5. Check anything below that appears in your pich.,tre. 
Apron ( ) Butter (tl) Flames ( ) Pantry ( ) Window (0 
Bakery ( ) Cabinets (v ) Fireplace ( ) Platter ( ) 
Black stove ( ) Cook (II) Farmhouse ( ) Refri gerator(V) Other objects 
Buildings ( ) Children ( ) Oven rack ( ) Sink (V) 
Bread mixer (\/) Curtains {II' ) Oven door (v) Silverware ( V) 
Bread pans (v ) De I i very truck ( ) Outdoor fireplace { } Table ( v) 
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow (/j ,: Orange ( ); Red ); Purple { ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan { ); Black ( ); White ( ). / y 
p")..'l ) 7. Is the scene that you see a place that you know? Yes {../); No ( ). ///
7 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others (v'J; Blurred { ). / 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything {V); Smelling anything (v)r Hearing __3 
anything ( ~; Tasting anything V ). . 
10. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ("'; No ( ). 
l 
SENTENCE 3 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes (0; No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the blocks ( ); The blocks and the floor ( ); A whole 'picture with 
blocks and other things in it (0 . 
e 3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors (vi); Outdoors ( ); Living room ( }; Bedroom ( ); 
Playroom ( ); Back yard ( ); Schoolroom ( }; Other 
-----
4. Check the words below that describe the blocks as you see them. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Rubber (v') ; Wood ( ); Plastic ( }; Ivory ( }; Other 
--------
Size-Shape Can't tell ( ); Square ( ; Oblong ( ); Varied shapes ( ); Other 
Large ( ); Small ( ). -------
5. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Floor Wood { ); Linoleum ( ); Tile ( ); Rug {..-1; Can't tell ( ); ) Other 
------------
Objects None ( ); Stuffed animals (0 ; Trucks ( ); Bookcase (v ); Toy chest ( ); Dog ( ); 
\ 
Other objects? 
-------------------------------------------------
6. Do you see people in your room? Tell about them ?77 n-/JH? 
'-
.  CF ~ 
7. What colors do you see in your room? Yellow ( ); Orange ( 
Green (/); Brown V ); Tan ( ) ,: Black ( ); White (J). 
); Red { ); Purple (J ); Blue ( ); 
/ --
8. Do you know the things you see in your picture? Yes {'-'1; No ( ). 
9. Do you know the place you see in. your picture? Yes (1./J; No ( ). 
10. Was your picture: Clear (tA1 Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). J..-
11. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ~ ; Smelling anything ( ); Hearing ~ 
- anything (0 ; Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No 
I 
j 
j 
I 
I 
I 
SENTENCE 4 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes (;/); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you seJ-: Just the boy ( ); The boy and a rug ( ); A whole room with 
a boy and a rug in it (V). 
e3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a living room ( ); In a bedroom ('/); In a kitchen ( ); 
In a dining room ( ); Outdoors ( ); Some other room ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 2 (V); About 5 ( ); About 8 ( ); About 12 ( ); Other----
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( V); Dark ( ); Brown ( ); Red ( ); Other 
Short (v'); Long ( ); Curly (J); Straight ( ); ----
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Shorts ( ); . Pajamas (V); Robe ( ); Shirt ( ); Pants rolled up ( ); 
Other 
---------------------------------------------------
5. What kind of rug did you see? Can't tell ( ); Broadloom ( ); Green plaid ( ); Green figured ( 
Scatter ( ); Other 
------------------- ~1\ · () r_ 6. What other ob'1ects did you see in your picture? 1 ), ~'"~ /'\ ·.Y. . . ;;t ,,
1 -- ~~~u~· ~a~\ _v~U+~~·~~,---~-~~U~u~-------
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green (v1; Brown ( )· Tan ( ); Black ( ); White .(v'} . 
8. Was your picture: Clear (v'); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). o2-...... 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ·(V); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting / 
anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes (v); No ( ). / 
II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes (t/1; No ( ). 
12. Do you know the boy that you see? Yes ( ); No ~. /iJ 
- Do you know the place that you see? Yes ( ); No (v). ~ 
SENTENCE 5 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes (v}; No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the person ( ); The person and a chair ( ); A whole scene- with 
a person and a chair in it <V>· 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a living room e In a bedroom ( ); In an office ( ); In a schoolroom ( ); In a garden ( ); Other-------
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 W); About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); White ( ); Dark('/ ); Black ( ); Long ( ); Short ( ); 
Straight ( ); Curly(/); Waved ( ); Other 
------
C lethes Can• t tell ( ); Pajamas ( ); Sweater and skirt ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Long dress ( ); 
House dress (V}; Other 
5. What kind of chair do you see? Can't tell ( . );Overstuffed chair (J}; Office chair ( ); 
Straightc hair ( ); Sofa ( ); Rocking chair ( ); Deck chair ( ); Lawn chair ( ); Other 
-----
~ u 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ; Brown (-v') ; Tan ( ); White M; Black (v ). 
8. Is your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others(-/); Blurred ( ). / 
-
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything (v ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing ~ 
anything (\!); Tasting anything ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was dc..ing? Yes (./); No ( ). / 
II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No (V). 
12. Do you know the person you see? Yes ( ); No (v)". 
Do you know the place that you see? Yes ( ); No l,-1.c___--
Jl 
SENTENCE 6 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( 611; No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the food ( ); The food and a table ( ); A whole picture with 
food and a table in it {v'f; See a picture but none of these ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Back yard (v); On a boat ( ); Coffee shop ( ); Hi I lsi de ( ); e Wooded grove ( ); Meadow ( ); Bank of a stream ( ); Other ( )'. 
4. What time of year is it? Can't tell <V}; Spring ( ); Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( ). 
5. What time of day is it? Can't tell (/); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ). 
6. What food do you see? Can't tell ~( ); 
Hot dogs ( ) Sandwiches ( 
Hamburgers ( ) Potato Chips ( 
Chicken ( ) Sweet Corn ( ) 
Steak ( ) Popcorn ( ) 
Ham ( ) 
Candy ( ) 
Ice Cream (V) 
Pie (~ 
Cake ( ) 
Coffee 
Tea 
Milk 
( ~ 
( ) 
¥> 
What other foods do you see? 
------------------------------------------------------
8. Check the objects below that you see in your picture. 
Ants ( ) Charcoal Stove ( ) Flies ( ) Matches ( ) Trees { ) 
Ashcan (~ Cigarettes (ll) Farmer ( ) Napkins ( ) Waterfall ( ) 
Blanket ( Dog ( ) Gas Pump ( ) Rocks ( ) Umbrella ( ) 
Brook ( ) Flowers ( ) Green Lawn ( ) Straws ( ) 
Chair ( ) Fish Lines ( ) Lake ( ~ Table ( ) 
Name anything else you see in your picture. 
9. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( )·Orange ( ); Red { ); Purple ( ); Blue (l-}; 
Green ); Brown ( ; Black ( ); White ~ • / 
10. Is this a place you know t!&.e minute you see it? Yes { ); No (\/?. (}}__ 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything¥}; Smelling anything ·(..-1; Tasting d 
anything cvr(Hearing anything ¢..--1: / 
12. Did you feel as though you were a part of the picture? Yes ( ); No ( .- / 
-13. Was your picture: Clear ( ) Clear in parts and blurred in others (v'[; Blurred { ). / 
14. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No 0 . 
SENTENCE 7 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes (t/) ; No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the train ( ); The train and the crossing ( ); A whole scene 
with a train and a crossing in it (V) . 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the country V); In the city ( ) • 
... Check the words below that describe the trmin as you see it. 
Steam ( ) 
Diesel ( ) 
Electric ( ) 
Passenger ( ) 
Freight ( ) 
Number of cars :· · ' -. "t Other description 
-----------------------
Color of train ·r 
---------.,.-
5. Check any words below that describe the track and crossing that you see. 
6. 
- ' 
I • 
Grade crossing ( ) 
Bridge crossing ( ) 
RR platform 
Switches 
( ) 
( ) 
Number of tracks? 
-------
Underground ( ) 
Watch tower ( ) 
Crossing gates ( ) 
Flashing red signal (v ) 
Red lantern on gate ( ) 
Other description? 
-------~------
RR shelter ( ) 
Check anything below that you see in your picture. 
Backyards ( ) Grass (Vf Houses ( ) Stars ( ) 
Bridge ( ) Fields ( ) Lamp posts ) Sun ( ) 
Brush ( ) F lot country ( ) Highway ( ) Moon ( ) 
Blue sky (V) Flowers ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Trees ( ) 
Gray sky ( ) Hills ( ) Street ( ) Woods ( ) 
What people do you see in your picture? 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue (y'); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
9. Do you know the place that you see? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your pict.Jre: Clear ( ) .: Clear in parts and blurred in others V ); Blurred ( ). / 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( · ); Hearing e anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ~/t No ( ). 
SENTENCE 8 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes (v ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: A rose or rose bush alone ( ); Roses in a garden or field ( ); A whole 
scene with roses in ifV) . 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the country (vr In the ci ty ( ); Other 
- 4 . Check anything below that d~scribes the roses you see. -------
Blooming ( ) 
Bower 
Bouquet 
Single 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Climbers ( ) 
F loribunda ( ) 
Bush ( ) 
Shrub ( ) 
Tea type ( ) 
Primroses ( ) 
Other description? 
-----------------------------
5. What time of day is it? Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon v); Evening ( ); Night ( ); Can't tell ( ). 
6. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ); Winter ( ); Spring ( ); Summer ( ); Fall ( ). 
7. Check the words below that describe anything else you see in your picture. 
Bees ( ) 
C I ippe-rs ( ) 
Curved path <v> 
Dog ( ) 
Gardener ( ) 
Grass <vr 
Gate ( ) 
Gravel path ( · ) 
Fence ( ) 
Steps ( ) 
Stones ( ) 
Thorns ( ) 
Tree 
Woods 
Wall 
('. ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Bungalow ( ) 
Cottage ( ) 
Garage (~ 
He spi tal ( ) 
Mansion ( ) 
Tool shed ( ) 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ('-1; 
Green '(t..-f; Brown (t.-1; Tan ( ); White ( ); Black ( ); Pink (l.-1 . / .. -3 
9. Is this a place that you know the minute you see it? Yes (rl; No ( ). C..);;. / 
10. Is your picture: Clear ; Clear in parts.and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
. 12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ~~· No ( ). 
' e j 
SENTENCE 9 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the sun ( ); Just the boy ( ); The boy and some water ( ); The boy 
and a beach or shore ( ); A whole scene with a boy in it ( ). 
•• 
Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); On a beach ( ); In a field ( ); On a road ( }; On a dock ( }; 
On a boardwalk ( }; In a desert ( }; Other 
------------------------
4. How many people do you see?---------
5. How would you describe the person the sentence is about? Check the words that apply. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( ); Other ( }. 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( }; Dark ( }; Black ( ); Short ( ); Long ( ); Straight ( }; 
Curly ( ); Other-------
Clothes Can't tell ( }; Shirt ( }; No shirt ( }; Bathing trunks ( }; Hat ( ); No hat ( }; Shorts ( ); 
Overalls ( ); Dungarees ( }; Shoes ( }; No shoes ( ); 
Other description 
-------------------------
6. What is the person doing? 
------------------------------------
7. What other things do you see in your picture? 
------------------~-----------------
8. What cc :ors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ); Black ( }; White ( ); 
9. Is the person you see a person that you know? Yes ( ) ,: No ( ) • 
Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( }. 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( }; Smelling anything ( ); Tasting 
anything ( }; Hearing anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Did you feel heat when you read the s~ntence? Yes ( }; No ( }. 
13. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( }; Blurred ( } • 
•. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 10 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes (f ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just a person ( ),; A person and a road (/);A whole scene with / 
a person and a road in it ( ). 
Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country (v'); Other 
-------
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 (j ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ~ ); Blond ( ); Dark ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); Red ( ); White ( ); 
Short ( ); Lor. ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Waved ( ); Other 
Clothes Can't tell (~ );Winter clothes .( ); Summer clothes ( ); No clothes ( ); Coat ( ); Dress ( }; 
Shoes { );. Boots ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ). 
How else would you describe the clothes? 
5. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon { ); Afternoon ( 1 Evening ( ); Night ( }; 
6. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ); Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( ); Spring (~; 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( j; Purple { ); Blue ( , 
Green { ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). . 
8. What other objects or people do you see in your picture? 
-------------------------------
9. Is the person that you see a person that you know? Yes ( . ~; No )~ 
10. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No d). . . 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ); 
Smelling anything ( ); 
12. Did you feel that you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes { ); No (J }. 
13. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No (,j. 
STIMULI SENTENCES FOR IMAGERY CHECKLIST - FORM B 
1. The bowl was filled with crisp salt nuts. 
2· The sweet smell of fresh apple pie filled the room. 
3. The dishes fell to the floor. 
4. The boy was squeezing blue clay between his fingers. 
5. She bent over to touch her toes. 
6. Eating the picnic lunch was the part they liked best. 
7. Making lots of noi.se the car speeded past the street. 
e. The field was full of purple violets. 
9. The boy shivered as he fell into the cold water. 
10. She walked miles until every muscle was exhausted. 
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FORM B 
IMAGERY CHECKLIST 
These exercises are to help us find out what happens when people read. 
~me people tell us that they see pictures when they read. Other people 
aren't sure whether they see pictures or not and still others tell us that 
they never see pictures. We want you to tell us exactly what happens to 
you. There are no right or wrong answers because we don't know whether 
people are supposed to see pictures or not. Anyway those that do see pict-
ures see so many different pictures that we're sure they must all be right. 
You can help us by answering these questions as exactly as you can. 
Listen to your teacher and she will help you on the first one. Write your 
name.on the line below andanything else your teacher asks you to write. 
NAME ....................•... o•····················••o••·····•• o•• 
SCHOOL: .... o •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • GRADE ••••••••.•.••......• 
B 0 Y 0 R GIRL . •.•..........•........ o •••• AGE • ................ o • o • o o . 
• 
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SAMPLE 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the boy ( ); The boy and a fence ( ); A whole scene with a boy and 
a fence in it ( ) • 
.. e 3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Some other place ( ); 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 8 ( ); About 12 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Auburn ( ); Other ( ). 
Short ( ); Long_ ( ); Medium ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Other ( ). 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ); Cap( ); Other ( ); 
Shirt ( ); Jacket ( ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants( ); Short pants ( ); 
Shoes ( ); S:>c ks ( ); Barefoot ( ); Other ( ); 
How else would you describe the boy? 
--------------------------------------------------
5. Check the words below that describe the fence as you see it. 
Can't tell ( ); Picket ( ); Wooden board ( ); Iron ( ); Stone ( ); Other ( ); 
What color? How high? 
---------- -------------
How else would you describe the fence? 
-----------------------------------------------
6, Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Open field ( ) Barn ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Cars ( ) 
Lawn ( ) House ( ) Alley ( ) People ( ) 
Trees ( ) Garage ( ) Road ( ) Toys ( ) 
Woods ( ) Bui I dings ( ) Street ( ) Stones ( ) 
Shed ( ) 
Name anythins else you see in your picture. 
7. Check any color that you see in your picture. Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
8. Is the boy you see a boy that you know theminute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ); e Is the place that you see a place you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
); 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing anything ( 
Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
SENTENCE 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the bowl ( ); The bowl on a table or shelf ( ); A whole 
picture with a bowl in it ( ) • 
... 3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a kitchen ( ); In a dining room ( ); In a living room ( ); · 
• Outdoors ( ); Some other place ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the bowl you see. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Wood ( ); Glass ( ); Crockery ( ); Other ( ); 
Size-Shape Can't tell ( ); Round ( ); Oval ( ); Square ( ); Other ( ); 
Shallow ( ); Deep ( ); 
Contents Almonds ( ); Cashews ( ); Filberts ( ); Brazi Is ( ); Peanuts ( ); Mixed ( ); Pecans ( ); 
Salted ( ); In the shell ( ); Other description 
-------------------------------
5. Check any other objects you see in your picture. 
Ash tray ( ) Couch ( ) Sandwiches ( ) Other objects? 
Candy ( ) Curtains ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Cheese corn ( ) Flowers ( ) Table cover ( ) 
Children ( ) Large chairs( TV set ( ) 
Cigarettes ( ) People ( ) 
Coffee cups ( ) 
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); White ( ); 
7. How else would you describe your picture? 
--------------------------------------------
8. Is the bowl you see a bowl that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ); 
Tasting anything ( ). 
e II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
I 
~ . 
SENTENCE 2 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
2. Did you see: Just a pie ( ); A pie on something ( ); A whole scene with a pie in it ( ); 
._3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a kitchen ( ); 
W In a living room ( ); In a dining room ( ); In a bakery ( ); Other ( ). '· 
4. Check the words below that describe the pie you see. 
Light crust ( ) 
Crispy crust ( ) 
Deep dish ( ) 
Table Talk ( ) 
Top crust open laced ( ) 
One piece cut out ( ) 
V-shoped cuts in top ( ) 
Top crust puffed up ( ) 
Juice boiling out ( ) 
Steam rising ( ) 
Other 
-------------------------------
5. Check the things below that you see in your picture. 
Army tent ( ) Cabinets ) Maid ( ) Plotter ( ) 
Apron ( ) Cook ) Modern kitchen ( ) Refrigerator ( ) 
Bakery ( ) Children ( ) Old kitchen ( ) Sink ( ) 
Black wood stove ( ) Curtains ( ) Oven rack ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Black coal stove ( ) Delivery truck ( ) Oven door ( ) Table ( ) 
Brick Building ( ) Flames ( ) Pantry ( ) Window ( ) 
Bread mixer ( ) Fireplace ( ) Plate ( ) Wooden board ( 
Pie tins ( ) Farmhouse ( ) 
Bond bakery ( ) 
What else do you see in your picture? 
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Block ( ); White ( ); 
J. Is the place you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ); 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
-
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); 
10. Is the picture you see now the same one you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 3 
I. Did you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the dishes ( ); The dishes and a floor ( ); A whole scene 
with dishes and a floor in it ( ). 
'-A 3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a kitchen ( ); In a dining room ( )~ - In a pantry ( ); 
W In a living room ( ); Outdoors ( ); Somewhere else ( ); 
4. Check the words below that describe the dishes as you see them. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Glass ( ); China ( ); Crockery ( ); English bone china ( ); 
Wi I low-ware ( ); Other ( ); 
Kind Can't tell ( ); Plate ( ); Cup ( ); Saucer ( }; Tray of dishes ( ); Pieces of 
dishes ( ); Other ( }. 
What color were they? How many? 
-------------------
-----------
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Apron ( ) Drain board ( ) Stove ( ) Other objects 
Boy ( ) Refrigerator ( ) Towel ( ) 
Busboy ( ) Sink ( ) Waiter ( ) 
Cabinets ( ) Children ( ) Waitress ( ) 
Dish pans( ) People ( ) 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( }; Red ( }; Purple ( 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( }; Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. Did you know the dishes you saw the minute you saw them? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
Did you know the place you saw the minute you saw it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( }; Smelling anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( }; Tasting anything ( }. 
II. Is the picture you see now the same one you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
); 
SENTENCE 4 
I. Did you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the boy ( ); The boy and the clay ( ); A whole scene with 
a boy and clay in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); In a bedroom ( ); In a living room ( ); In a 
'e dining room ( ); In a playroom ( ); Other ( ); 
_,, 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can•t tell ( ); About 2 ( ); About 5 ( ); About 7 ( ); About 10 ( ); Other ( ); 
Hair Can•t tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Other ( ) 
Short ( ); Long ( ); Medium length ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ). 
Clothes Can•t tell ( ); Shirt ( ); Jacket ( ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants ( ); 
. s'hort pants ( ); Shoes ( ); No shoes ( ); Barefoot ( ); 
How else would you describe the boy? 
--------------------------------------------
5. Check the things below that describe the clay you see. 
Ball of clav ( ) Multicolored ( ) Brown ( ) 
Long thin cord ( ) Yellow ( ) Shape of clay? 
Large lumps ( ) Green ( ) 
Modeling ( ) Blue ( ) Position of clay? 
6. What other objects do you see in your picture? 
7. Is the boy you see a boy that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ); 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); 
10. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 5 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the person ( ); A person and a floor ( ); A whole scene with a 
person and a floor in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a living room ( ); In a 
bedroom ( ); In an office ( ); In a gymnasium ( ); Some other place ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( }; About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About IS { ); About 20 ( }; About 30 ( }; Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); White ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Long ( ); Short ( ); 
Curly ( ); Straight ( ); Waved ( ); Other ( ). 
Clothes Can 1t tell ( ); Pajamas ( ) Sweater and skirt ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Long dress ( ); 
House coat { ); Slippers { ); Shoes ( ); 
Other description 
----------------------------------------------------
5. What else do you see in _your picture? 
--------------------------------------------
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Purple ( ); Red ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green { ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
7. Did you know the person you saw the minute you saw her? Yes ( ); No { ). 
8. Did you know the place you saw the minute you saw it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though yocr were: Touching anything { ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No { ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 6 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the food ( ); The food and a table ( ); A whole picture with 
food and a table in it ( ); See a picture but none of these ( ) • 
• Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( }; Back yard ( ); On a boat ( ); Coffee shop ( ); Hi II side ( }; 
Wooded grove ( ); Meadow ( }; Bank of a stream ( }; Other ( ). 
4. What time of year is it? Can•t tell ( }; Spring ( ); Summer ( }· Fall ( ); Winter ( ). 
5. What time of day is it? Can•t tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ). 
6. What food do you see? Can•t tell ( ); 
Hot dogs ( ) Sandwiches ( ) 
Hamburgers ( ) Potato Chips ( } 
Chicken ( ) Sweet Corn ( } 
Steak ( ) Popcorn ( } 
Ham ( } 
Candy ( ) 
lee Cream ( ) 
Pie ( ) 
Cake ( ) 
Coffee 
Tea 
Milk 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
What other foods do you see? 
----------------------------------------------------
7. What people .do you see in your picture? 
-------------------------------------------
8. Check the objects below that you see in your picture. 
Ants ( ) Charcoal Stove ( ) Flies ( ) Matches ( ) Trees ( ) 
Ashcan ( ) Cigarettes ( ) Farmer ( ) Napkins ( ) Waterfall ( ) 
Blanket ( ) Dog ( ) Gas Pump ( ) Rocks ( ) Umbrella ( ) 
Brook ( ) Flowers ( ) Green lawn ( ) Straws ( ) 
Chair ( ) Fish lines ( ) lake ( ~ Table ( ) 
Name anything else you see in your picture. 
9. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( }; White ( ). 
10. Is this a place you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting 
anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ). 
e 12. Did you feel as though you were a part of the picture? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
13. Was your picture: Clear ( ) · Clear in parts and blurred in others ( )· Blurred ( ). 
14. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 7 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the car ( ); The car and a street ( ); A whole picture with a car 
and a street in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the country ( ); In the city ( ); Other 
-------
4. Check the words be low that describe the car as you see it. 
Coupe ( ) Open ( ) New ( ) Make? 
Convertible ( ) C lased ( ) Old ( ) 
Roadster ( ) Top Down ( ) Jalopy ( ) Year made 
Sedan ( ) Large ( ) 
Truck ( ) Small ( ) Color Speed 
5. How would you describe the street? 
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Back yard ( ) Grass ( ) Houses ( ) Sun ( ) Other objects? 
Bridge ( ~ Fields ( ) Lamp posts ( ) Moon ( ) 
Brush ( ) FIat country ( ) Highway ( Trees ( ) 
Blue sky ( ) Flowers ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Woods ( ) 
Gray sky ( ) Hills ( ) Stars ( ) 
7. Do you see people in your picture? Tell about them. 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
9. Do you know the place that you see the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( ). 
e 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 8 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just violets ( ); Violets in a field ( ); A whole scene with violets 
and a field in it ( ). 
-3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the country ( ); In the city ( ); Other 
----------------
4. Check the words below that describe the violets you see. 
Wild wood violets ( ) Other description? Single ( ) 
Bouquet ( ) 
Many ( ) 
African ( ) 
Sparse ( ) 
Clumps ( ) 
Many bluettes ( ) -------------
Blanket of ( ) 
5. What time of year is it? Can't tell ();Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( ); Spring { ). 
6. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ). 
7. Check the words below that describe anything else you saw in your picture. 
Bee ( ) 
Brook ( ) 
Cow ) ) 
Curved path ( ) 
Grass ( ) 
Gate ( ) 
Grave I path ( ) 
Fence ( ) 
Hay ( ) 
Steps ( ) 
Stones ( ) Other objects? 
Trees ( ) ---------------
Woods ( ) 
Wall { ) 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green { ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
9. Is this a place that you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
. . 
10. Is your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II . Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Do you see the same picture now that you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 9 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the person ( ); The person and water ( ); A whole scene with 
a person and water in it ( ). 
11. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); At the beach ( ); At a pond { ); At a lake ( ).; At a 
11 swimming-hole 11 ( ); At a skating pond or lake ( ); Other ( ). 
4. Do you see people? Tell about them 
--------------------------------------------
5. How would you describe the person the sentence is about? 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 { ); About 15 { ); About 20( ); Other------
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond { ); Brown { ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Red ( ); Short ( ); Long ( ); 
Straight ( ); Curly ( ); 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Trunh ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Winter clothes ( ); Summer clothes ( ); 
No clothes ( ); Other 
---------------------------------------------
How else would you describe the person? 
---------------------------------------
6. What other objects or people do you see in your picture? 
---------------------------
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red { ); Purple { ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
8. Is the person in your picture a person that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes { ); No ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel a shiver as you read the sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
~ •• Was your picture: Clear { ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred { ). 
13. TDid you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( } No ( ). 
14. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes { ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 10 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just a person ( ); A person and a road ( ); A whole scene with 
a person and a road in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ) ; In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Other 
--------
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( ).: About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Dark ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); .Red ( ); White ( ); 
Short ( ); Long ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Waved ( ); Other 
----------------
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Winter clothes ( ); Summer clothes ( ); No clothes ( ).: Coat ( ); Dress ( ); 
Shoes ( ); Boots ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ). 
How else would you describe the clothes? 
5. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ).: Night ( ); 
6. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ).: Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( ).: Spring ( ); 
7. What' colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( j; Purple ( ); Blue ( }; 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. What other objects or people do you see in your picture? 
-------------------------
9. Is the person that you see a person that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ); 
Smelling anything ( ); 
12. Did you feel that you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
13. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
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